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What Path for the Black. Liberation I Struggle? ' 
Today the bl~ck people in this country fmd them

selves . at : a critIcal I point~ The vigorous anti
racist battles of the. 1950's and 60's sm~shed up 
some of ~h~, degradation of.· Jim Crow segfegation. 
But the heavy· weight of racist oppression continues 
to fall upon the shoulders ,of the black people in 
capitalist America. . ' 

In fact, the capitalist rulers are out to take 
back the gains that the black people, made during the. 
struggles of the past decades. '1Jle' Reagan adminis
tration is heading. up a campaign of rel]ewed segrega
tion and terror. And While the capitalist economic 
crisis squeezes all the ,working people, the blacks 
suffer -an extra burden of, poverty because ·of the 
racist oppression against them. .. 

In the face i of the racist offensive, outrage is 
building up, in the black ghettoes ,and among 'progr~
sive people of all nationalities., Here and there, 
angry prqtests burst forti} from ~the, smoldering em
bers of indignation. Sooner or later, this ferment 
is bound to break out in another poweiful' upsurge. 

But. how will this struggle be guided and organ
ized? , What is the path forward for the black libe
ration movement today? This is a vital question 
facing fighters against ~acisrri and i,'Class;"conscious 
w,orkers. . • ' 

The Marxist-Leninist Party, USA has spoken to 
many of the important theoretical questions facing 
the black liberation struggle. In this issue of the' 
Workers Advocate Suwlement, we 'ad~ess yet another , 
of these theoretical issues. • 

100 ~ of the Black Nation 

In the communist and revolutionary movement in 
the U.S., the' question has. been repeatedly raised 
whether the black people in this' country are not 
just an oppressed people, . an oppressed nati,onality, 
but 'also constitute a nation centered on a territory 
of their own. And' connected to this question, there 
ruis been a persistent pebate OQ the applicability of 
,the slogan of the right to self-determination for 
such : a territory. These are the questions that we 
address In this journal. 

The theory of a black nation in the black belt , 
South was' d~veloped by I the ,Communist International ' 
ip 1928 and upheld by the CPUSA, at !3. time when the 
CI and the CPUSA were following a. revolutionary 
policy. The CI showed' that the vicious, oppression 
of the blacks in the U.S. was national oppression, 
like, that of, oppressed natio'ns and national mInori
ties elsewhere. And it showed that there was a 
black nation" based on a definite territory. At, ~hat 
time this theory and the conclusions ,deriving, from 
it were part of a reyolutionary program and practice 
that resulted in a number of prominent, successes' in " '. 
advancing the b~ack people's struggle. ' 

But a lot of water has passed under ~ the bridge 
since then. . 

Historical development has taken a· course which 
,dispersed the black nation. After World War II,' an 
enormous' wave of migration of blacks took place from 
the black belt~ By the 1960,'s, if not earlier, 
there no longer existed a black nation in the strict 
sense. !. . 

The CPUSA is'Uo longer revolutionary but is a 
I thoroughly reformist party. As well, it DO longer 
subscribes to the black nation theory. 

And in the 1960's a number of circles in the U.s. 
left, circles wpich hadn't fundamentally b'roken with 
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the revisionist opportunism that had ~ corroded the 
CPUSA from within and destroyed its revolutionary 
character, t06k up the black nation theory In an 
attempt to dist~nguish themselves from the CPUSA and 
look' revolutionary and anti-revisionist. These 
elements were, generally speaking, part :. of the neo-. , 
revisionist trend in ,the U.S. Marxist-Leninist move
ment. 

Naturally there are some people, including honest 
activists fighting for revolution, 'who still hold to 
the theory of a nation in ,the black belt South for 
any of a number of' reasons and who should be ap
proached as comrades-in.:.arrns 'in the fight against 
the bourgeoisie. However, the neo-revisionists' used 
the theory of the black nation to turn the Leninist, 
teachings on the national question into their op
posite.' The revival of this theory fit in wIth 
"third worldism" which' was used to present: the, bour
geoisie of -the oppressed -nations everywhere as in
herently progressive and revol.utionary. Anyone who 
did not take up this theory was denounced' in the 
vilest of terms as "racist," and "chauvinist." I 

Today, ii' number of the remnants of the neo.!. 
revisionists, among Maoist, pro-Soviet and other 
opportunist cirCles, still cling to this theory In 
order to, prompte a Jiquidationist policy towards the 
black people's struggle. Th~ theory of the black 
nation is used to justify their trailing behind the 
Democratic politician Jesse Jackson and their sup-:-

,port for' all sorts of, sellout bourgeois elements 
among the black people. Other, liquidators managed 
to achieve the same, results without the black nation 
theory. But this theory has in fact proven to be a 
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prominent one in the service of present-day l,iquida-
tionism. 

Let it be- cle~r that our opposition to those 
present-day liquidators whQ champion this theory Is 
not over whether the black ~ple are an oppressed 
nationality. Indeed they:,are, and the black peo
ple's struggle against national -oppression Is a 
vital front of the revolutionary 'movement. ' 

NeitHer are we allergic \to the mere use 0'£ the 
; term "bla,* nation" ,as many people In popular dis-_ 
i course' use it to slmpiy refer to the black people. 
. The controversy is whether or not there is a 
, nation based ,on ,a definite territory, whose right of 

self-determination should therefore be defended. 
And bellind this ,dispute is the contradiction 'over 
whether a revolutionary or reformist. policy should 
be followed on the black ;qNestion. 

Let us proceed to' examin~' where the question of 
the bltck nation and...the right of seJf-determination 

,comes up in the overall context, of' the struggle 
against the oppression of the black people. ' . ' . 

The Marxtstj.enlmst Party Upholds' the Patli of 
Revolutionary Struggle 

,i 

,'In the face of the Reaganite offensive, there are 
two basic 'roads facing' the black people, today. 
There is the road of fighting back., of building uP. a 
strong anti-racist movement. And there is 'the road 
of forsaking struggle in favor' of compronlise and 
capitulation toward$ ·the racist drIve. ' 

The Marxist-Leninist' Party; ,USA standS for revo-
: lutionarystruggle against, the racist offensive. 

The -road of struggle is tbe path instinctively taken 
by all militant fighters: . The MLP throws itself 
wholeheartedly into the anti-racist struggles a,nd it ' 
stands ,shoulder' to shoulder with all the fighting 
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masses. And ,a~ the party of the dass-:conscious 
workers, as 'the party of revolution'ary Marxism
Leninjsm arid socialism, the ¥LP works ,to provide a 

,revolutionary orientation to the fight a,gainst raq-
ism., ',' 0,'" , , 

The orientation of the MLP's work tn the anti
racist' front is spelled out .in numerous political' 
and theoretical ,articles in our press. In pardcu
lar, a con~ise: summary . of thIs orientation,: iSI given, 
iIi the ResolutIOn of our Second. Congress, on uThe 
StrUggle Against Racism and Na,t~9na1. Oppressi<:m." 
(fall,")983) ., " ," " , '. : , . :, '. ,',. 

Altbough the 'anti-racist movement is ,yet to break 
olit in force, the curre.nt restless mood among tne 
m:as$es . c'reates possi~ilities " for th~, revolutionary 
activists, the class-conscious workers and, the 
Marxist-Uminists to wor,k to; prgani~e' t,h.e black 
liberation struggle. .': , ',',. :' " 

, ,There ts a burning contempt. fQr Rea:g'anand. 'his 
reac'donary .policies among. the 'black' cOlT).munity. 
This' 'shoUld be used, to ,encourage aQd. build . up mass 
actions . aga~nst the racist offensive." . , 

There, . is also a growing, and . w,id~~pr,ead dis
enchantment with the DemOcratic', party among' the 
black masses. This should' oeused 'to inculcate the 
masses. with the truth that the· Reaganite racist 
offensive isa bipartisan 'polIcy. ,oJ theentJz:e capi
t~lis,( cl~ss.: , It should be,used ~o 4ir~c~ the' anti
racis,t ~ ,?pposition squarely as-,a,iJ;lst the ~~pita,list 
niJing clas!,!. as a whole... . , ... , 

The . vast majority of the' black 'people' ~e work":" 
, ers. They ha~ . been the. baCkbone. of t~e' black 

liberadon' movement, and they play' an inipOrt~nt rqle 
, iQ ~ the class struggle of the' pi"oletaria,t' 'as a' ,whole. 

SpeCIal at1:enti,?n !llust be paid' to org~rir,zing the 
black: "workers, and around them, the other Qowntrod .. 
den blackm~, in order to consolidate the strug
gle against racism and carry' it forward iii' 'a reyolu-
tionary direction. I 

The 'eritire .working class,' 'of all races :'aild na':" 
tionruities,. ,mUst be encollfaged. an<l.'broughtQ~t· into 

'the struggle: against racism.", Tj1e~'strugg~e for full 
eqpality and the liberation of the black people is 
an essential task of the whol~ . proletariat. This 
struggle is Galled for by the' interests of elemen
tary justice. And what" is 'wore, ,it is vital in, 
order to break down the walls of distrust and to , 
unite the ranks of the working class for 'the revolu-
tic)Oary struggle against capitalism'.. ' ,,', 

The more,' the anti-racist struggle directs' 'its, 
fire at the capitalist ruling' class as':a whole," the 
more the working class, black and white alike,is 
mobilized into the fight -- the stronger the strug-" 
gle wIll be ,and the more it'will'help to build up 
forces for the socialist revolution. And ,it is only 
the socialist' rule of the iworking class which' wilJ 
put an end to tJ?e brutal oppression', of' the black 
people altogether.: , " 

/ , 
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The Black' Bourgeoisie Stands For, 
. Refonnist Compromise , 

, There is however another 'path being held up \ in' ' 
front of the bl~ck masses. This is the path of 
compromise, of reconciliation with the Reaganite 
offensive. This is the path advocated by the black 
boqrgeois politicians and the leaders of such organ
izations as the NAACP, Urban League and PUSH. These' 
elements represent the interests of the black bour-
geoisie. ' 

A section of the black bourgeoi;Sie has directly 
,gone oyer to the Republican Party. They can be; 
found among Reagan's endorsers, supporters and p.is 
appointees. ,Others; the largest section, remain in ' 
ithe Democratic Party, but being in this party of the 
ruling bourgeoiSie, they have reconciled with the 
racist bffeqsive. They have accommodated themselves 
tq Reaganite rekction. 

The black bourgeqis misleaders have worked to 
hold back' a) renew~ anti-ratist struggle from break
ing out,' They are constantly sabotaging ,the mass 

'struggles ~hen the masses <fo stand up, and they 
subordinate 'th~ concerns of, t~e black working and ' 
poor people to the interests of the tiny wealthy,' 
stratum'. Instead of struggle, they offer the poli- ' 
ties of reformism and' tokeni$m. 

, While the black masses are being devastated by 
unemployment, the black misleaders do hot lift a 
finger to fight for jobs. Instead they fig4t for 
more black franchi~es and black bUSinesses, claiming 
that the. black businessmen will provide' jobs. This- . 
is just, an echo of the Reaganite ~'trickle'"'down" 
the0ry. As well, they join with' Reagan in lobbying' 
for the sub-minimum 'wages fori teenagers. 

While the black communities across the country. 
are being hit by racist pqlice atrOcities, the black 
misleaders do not work' to build 'any resistance. 
Instead, they say the" solution, is 'to elect black. 
mayors and appoint black police chiefs, naturally 
from among the upper strata who pleclge loyalty to 
the 'capitalist parties and the, ruling.. white bour
geoisie. : B,ut all this is done, and police brutality 
against blacks continues, in Atlanta, in Chicago, in 
Detroit, , in New York, etc. ' 

There are many deceptive and poisonous ideas used 
by the bl~ck bourgeoisie to spread their capitula
tionist cours~. One of the key, ideological issues 
involVed is' the promotion of bourgeois nationalism. 
This promotes the lie that what's g6od. for the black 
bourgeoisie is good' for the black masres. Bourgeois 
n&tionalism tries" to appear as if it is connected to 
a 'serious struggle against racism, but in' fact it 
Weakens and holds back the struggle against' the 
oppression of the black people. This is because it 
attaches the black workers to the coattails of the, 
black 'bqurgeoisie, and th'rough them, to the In
terests, of the U.S. ruling class and the, capitalist 
system.' 
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struggle Abtnst the ReformJst Course' 
is An 'Essential Task 

# 

\ 

Clearly, breaking out of the' stranglehold of the 
black bourgeoisie is essen.tial for the renewal of 
the anti-ra~ist struggle. OrganizIng the movement 

. requires a tenacious struggle against the politics 
of compromise, reformism and tokenism. This also 
requires ideological work against bourgeois na
tionaUsm~ , In our work to advance the black' liberation 
struggle, the Marxist-Leninist Party carries out a 
Clear, thorough, and consistent exposure of the 
reformist treachery / of '" the black bOurgeoisie to the . 
black people's struggle. This is vital for a reVo
lutionary Marxist-Leninist approach to the black 
liberation mov~ment. , 

But there are others who call th~lTIselves social
ists and communists who take a diametrically opposed, 
approach. They jump in line behind the reformist 
misleaders and help them sabotage the mass ferment 
and' divert, the filasses' into the arms of the Democra
tic Party.' Arid yet all this is done behind a ,Marx-
ist cover. . 

These pro-Soviet, Maoist a.lld other revisionist 
trends have embraced a policy of liquidiitionism all 
down the line. They have abandoned, liquidated, an,y 
struggle for the independent class interests of the 
working class in favor of class collaboration with 
the capitalist libera~ ,and reformists.'· , 

In the black liberation struggle, they have li
quidated. any semblance of a militant policy for the 
s.truggle against racism. They-have entered into a 
compact with' the black bourgeois mislea,der~' to keep 
a lid on the mass' strug'g~e.' They say the key to 
-progress for the black people' today is such things 
as gettin'g the vot~ out for the capitalist parties . 
and ,support for the electing of black Democratic 
Party politicians. 

The bankruptcY 6f this path is shown every d1iY·. 
Take just one example. ' Racist police murders have 
continued without letup in .New York City and one 
scandal after anot~er has emerged as the city 
authorities have sought to coverup' their Facist, 
brutality. And in the face of thiS, what are the 
black' politicians up to? They have refused to lift 
a finger to' organize a -, mass protest; instead they, 
threw their energy behind impotent electoral. cam
paigns to elect themselves to local offices. And it 
is . this t~at th~ liquidators praised to the skies as 
progress for black people In New York City! 

The adv.ance of the black liberation struggle 
requires not only a struggle against the reformist 
mlsleaders but al~o -against the - liquidators who 
paint up the reformists in "Marxist-Leninist'" 
clothing. 

~ the Liquidators' Attempts to Distort 
Revolutionary Tl!.eor,y 

I ' ~ 

In orqer to prop up the reformists, the liquida
tors distort and drag into the mud the scientific 

,theory' of Marxism-Leninism. In'their hands, theorY 
is not a weapon to advance the revolutionary strug
gle but an _ instrument' to cook up revolutionary
sounding ,rhetoric for supporting the reformists and 
liberals~' 

Indeed, the liquidators are wonder-workers 'in 
this arena. ' They have come up with justifications 
f6r every political and ideological, banner' of. the 
black bourgeoisie: from· reformism ,and nationalism to 
electoral cretinism and suppOrt for the Democratic 
Party. ': ' 

As we noted ,earlier, a section of. the liquidators 
polds fast to the theory of a black nation in the 
black, belt South in order to give a Marxist-Leninist 
cover to their support' for black 'bourgeOis national
.ism and reformism. ' They claim that.a black nation' 
'still exists today in the black belt and therefore a' 
program of struggle for the right to self-determina
tion of such a natiori must be -advanced. Indeed, 
they say that this is the central component for a 
revolutionary' strategy for the black liberation 
struggle. 

In the name of upholding the "right of self-
... determination, these liquidators' downplay the actual 

struggle of the black masses against segregation, 
discrimination, 'terror, and, exploitation.' These 
struggles 'are condemned as allegedly being lowly and 
refonuist while only "the right ef self-determina
tion", is exalted as revolutionary. But what they 
mean by "self-determination" turns out, to be 
thoroughly corrupt reformism. It is the electoral 
campaigns of the black Democrats that are being 
painted up in such high,..sounding slogans as "black 
empowerment" and so on. 

Besides using their theorizing forlSozying up to 
the black bourgeoisie, the liquidators also use it 
to directly laud bourgeois nationalism. And they 

. use it to negate' the socialist revolution as the 
only, real, path fOT the emancipation of the black 
people. 

In their, attempt to make this a revolutionary
sounding idea, these' liquidators try to invoke the 
prestige of the revolutionary traditions of the 
Communist International and the once-revolutionary 
CPUSA. But this is a travesty. 

The .Contents of This Journal 

The Marx.ist-Leninist Party has over the years 
paid a great deal of attention to clarifying many 
impOrtant theoretical quest10ns on the' revolutionary 
orientation fo~ the black people's struggle. For 
many years, we have also wanted to clear up the 
confusion on the black nation- ques~ion. But, be
cause of the press of other theoretical work we 
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weren't' able to get to it. I 

Over the last couple of, years since the Second 
Congress, our Party has advanced its theoretical 

. work on the' subject. 1riitial findings were, present
ed to the Second National Conference in the Fall of\ 
1984 and a party-wide discussion launched. This 
inner-party discussion concluded with the adoption 
of 8r, resolution on the black 'nation question. . 

This issue of the Workers' Advoca~e Supplement 
carries a series of -articles and documents on the 
MLP's views on the black nation question. , 

**There is an additional - introductory article 
which elaborates ~ further on how the liquidators use 
the' black nation theory to promote subservience to 
reformism and bourgeois nationalism. 
_ **We reprint an extract taken from the resolution 
from the 2nd Congress of the, MLP on "The Struggle 
AgainSt Racism and National 'Oppre,c;sion," w~cl1 prO
'vides a general view of our Party's work on the 
anti-raclst front. ' 

":'*We ir.eprint the resolution passed by the MLP on 
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, ', .. 
the black nation question in' Spring '1985 at the 
conclusion of the party-wide discussion on the sub
ject. 

**The stand of theresolutiori is further 'ex
plained 'in another article b?sed on a speech given 
at' the 2nd National Conference which gives an analy
sis of. the history of the black people in the south 
with respect to the question of the black nation. 

In the next issue of the Workers' Advocate SllP-: 
plement, 'we w~ll carry another article based 'on a: 
speech from the 2no. National Conference which dis
cusses the history of the work of the CPUsA and 
Com intern 'fn the black people's movemeJ;lt,; with 
special 'a~tention to the CI resolutions of 1928 and 
-1930 and the role played by the analysis of the 
black nation in the South. It ,also discusses how 
distortion of the principle of the right to self
determination into national fetishism played a harm
ful role in the com'munist movement, particularly 
after World War II and in the 1'960's and 1970's. <> 

/ 
. ; 

ON THE HISTORY OF THE CPUSA AND THE COMINTERN ON 
THE B~CK NATIONAL QUESTION IN THE U.S. 

The nex~ issue of the Supplement will carry an 
article based; on the speech -at the Second, National 
Conference that traced the .stand of the CPUSA and 
the,' CIon the black national question. It has been 
revised and supplemented in line with further re
search and inner-party discUssion ,since the, Confer
ence., It ,is particularly useful in understanding 

,the 1928' and' 1930 resolutions of' the Executive Com-
mittee of the CI, their valuable role in pushfng 

\ ' 
forward the work of the CPUSA, and also certain 
weaknesses that appear in the 1930 resolution. 

Contents include: 
\ 

The Emergence of tile CPUSA 
,The Trade Upi<,)n Educational League 
The African Blood Brotherhood 
Overcoming Social-Democratic, Carry-overs 
The CP, However, Didn't Yet Grasp the Revolutionar.y 

'Role of the Black People's Movement 

\ 

The 6th Congress of the Communist International on! 
'the Black National Question 

The 1928 Resolution of the Political Secretariat of 
the Executive Committee of the CI, (ECCI) on the " 
Negro Question in the U.S. 

The Work of the CPUSA Moves Forward 
,The 1928 Resolution Found _ Fertile, Ground' in, the, 

CPUSA ' -, , " '" ,-

Resistance to the CI's Analysis of the Biaek 
National Question 

The Debate Leading to the 1930 CI Resolution 
The 1930 Resolution of the ECCI 

'Apparently a Scheme for Secessionist Revolt 
Rapid Growth of the Cp's Influence Among the Masses 
Liquidationism and the Black National Question 
Nptional Fetishism Helps Sidetrack the Repudiation 

of Browderism ' " 
The Neo-reyisionists Champion Natiomil Fetishism.' 
Oppose National Fetishism While Carrying Forward the 

Struggle Against Racism and National Oppression' . , 

/ 

, I 
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Why the ·Iiquidationists . ch~mpion the black nation. theory 
., . , , I .' 

I In : service of reformism ~nd ,nationalism 
Today the various oppor~unist trends.in the u.s. , 

left, whether pro-Soviet revisionist, . Maoist or 
Trotskyite, have joi~ together ina ~ommon Policy 
of Hquidationism. They have no loy'alty to the 
independent interests of the worl~ers and. oppressed 
masses and lnst.ead favor class collaboration with 
the capitalist liberals. ' In the struggle of the 
black people/ against . raCism and national oppression, 
the liquidator~ all adapt thell1selvesto ~reformism 
and. bourgeois nationalism. -r:Ibey have turned them~' 
selves into cheering squads for the black bourgeois. 
misleaders tIed to the Democratic Party. . . 

,The Uquidators flagrantly dJstort the Marxist
Leninist principles ,to cover for their opportunism. 
Among tJ1em, they ,fi¢ a variety of ways to justify. 
their support for reformism, and nationalism. A 
small section of the liquidators, such as the Maoist 
League of Reyolutionary Struggle (LRS) arid the pro-. 
Soviet Communist, Labor Party,(CLP), use the theory 
of the 15lack nation in' the South to bolster their , . I -
treacherous policies in the black liberation move-
ment. 

Those liquidatorS who champion the black.natIon 
theory insist ,that the .struggle for· tHe right to 
self-determination of the black nation' must be ,at 
the heart of a revolutionary' program . for . the biack 
people in. the U.S. In this article, we take a brIef 
look at how this vIew flouts the real world and we 
show how the. advocates of this view put. it forward 
in order,.to oppose a revolutionary orlen~ation .. on 
the black question. Here, we again' stress that, we 
are referring to the main theoreticians of this 
theory, . the liquidators, and not to various acti
viSts who may be under the iilfluence of this theory 
while sincerely striving for revolution, or pushing 
forward the mass struggle. ' 

. F1yJng in the Face of Reality 

As we descrilie· in the .other articles In this 
journal, a black nation did at one ,time.come into 
being in the black belt South. This nation was 
formed in the .decades following the Civil' War arid 
lasted for' a period.', But following World W~ II" a. 
series of major economic and social 'changes swept 
the black belt. A new wave of migration blgger th8Q 
any heretofo~ dispersed large numbers of the black 
people to urban centers across' the . U~S. ' ' 
, The lIquidators, 'Who continue to hold, fast to ,!the 
black natibn theory, today simply shUt theIr eyes ,to . 
the changes that have taken place as a result of 

• . this dispersal. None· so 'blind as they who refuse to 
see the facts before their eyes. 

. The emigration of' blacks from the black' belt has 
meant the dispersal of the black nation. TOday., the 

io-.• '.' 

black belt no. longer has a majority black popula
~ion. There Is. no longer a sizeable contInuous 
i:erritory wIth a ,black ',majority. In fact, there are 

. ,roughly fi.veseparate clumps oT areas .witha majori
ty blaQk population. . All together, there are just 
over, a miIlionblaGk, peop~e in, these ,areas~ where 
they constitute a bare majority (51.1%). The blacks 
who live here orilymake up about 4.1% of the total 
black population in the U.S .. , tfewer than' the numl:ier 
of black people In either New· York City or Chicago. 
The vast ,majority of, the 27 million blacks live in 
urban areas acroSs the U.s. 

This stands in contrast to the situation when 
there was in fact.' a black nation in the black, belt. 
In· 1880 for example, there were nearly 3.5 million 
black people in the .black belt, where th~y consti
tuted a 6.0.3% ,majority., And this black population 
made up just over half the total number of black 
people In. the. U.S. Even as recent as 1930, ·there 
were ;4.8 million blacks In the black belt where they 
formed a 50.30/0 majority. This comprised about 4(11/0 
of the ~otaJ black population In the country, a 
large section though no longer a' majorIty.. Still 
eVen then a majority' of· the black people continued 
to live in. tbeSOIlth as a whole. • 

The dispers~l of the; black nation does, not mean 
that the national oppresSIon of the black ,people in 
the U.S. has been resolved. Far from it. ' The black 
people retain many of the features of an oppressed 
nation, but today they form an oppressed national 
minority' concentrated in' urban centers spread across 
the country. Ev~rywhere the black people face a 
common struggle against, segregation, discrimination, 
and r~cist terror, and they join with with, the rest 
of the,' working people' in the struggle against capi-
talistexploit~tion. , 

This dispersal has put -an end to any real 
, material ,and economic basis for' an independent coun

try. There is no longer a na~ion, no longer a 
'historical ter:ritory with a black majority, that 
could provide the basis for such a country. The 
dispersal of the black natIon has' rendered meaning-I, " ., " . 
less the questIon of the right of such a nation to 
self-determination or secession. ' 

With their s.tubbom adherence to the black nation 
theory, • ,the. cha~plons of this theory ootonly disre
gard reality, ,b\,Jt.~ well, by raisiQg the slogan for 
tlle right to self'::'determination for a non-existent 
black nation, these liquidators have made a complete 
hodge-rxxt&e, <;>f . th~ principles of Marxism-Leninism on 
the, nlltional question. . 

'With the I black naUon theory the llquidators try 
to sound oh-so revolutionary and militant. They 
pretend as ,if their stand ·holds dear the highest' 
interests. of the black people. But this is sheer 
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demagogy.: In faGt~" it -I~:alliJu:sbi;,g"tcOv.'er> for; ,thclr d';: 

craven support for reformism. and bourgeois national-
ism. 

exan1i~es;; ~h'l:i.'t the liql,lida~otS: ,i:~~: ,,~~.tuaIly.,~; aq.~~, 
ting in the name of "the right to, self-deterrilina

';, ti~n, ",o9~ 'f4I!?s(,*atJt As:"Wt s?Ff1.e· ~~v:olutionary 
',' "" p6licybut the crassest reformism.' Tcrctay in the 

nal,ne ' of, ,championing "self-<ietermination, " the UqUi-
, dators, are 'Stipporting the efforts "of' the !black bour
geoispoliticians to' get elected' to office as candi:":" , The cltamplo~of theblaCknat~ori .theory ~laiin 

'that reoogml;ion 'of 'a nation means 'a fight for" sielf
determination 'which' is re'Volutionary,whUe denial 
of a nation means a a "mere" fig~tfor,( "equality'" 
which theyisaY' IS'noit-revolutionary ,and\'reformist~' 
Many· times thIs is acconipanied by pointing the' 
finger at reformists ,and libera~s who ,promote' a , 
reformist and pacifist approach in the name Of 
,fighting for equality. '; , , " 

The liquidators ate talking, nonseI1Se~ !here. can 
be a reformist ,approach both'in 'the' name Of fighting 
for equality as' well as in the naine of upholding 
self-determination~ The teal issue is what the 
~cttial" conditions call for, ahd the content of' one's 
approach."" " ", " 

It IS indeed 'true that there' are liberals and' 
reformists' whO speak of equality for 'the black peo
pIe.' But the problem with liberalIsm is 'not that' it 
speaks in the name of equalfty~ it is that liberal
ism is entirely hypocriticat.' Liberal' talk of 
equality'is merely Up service. ,And what' is more" 
in recent years' a whole' section' Of' liberals have' 
directly' join'ed the Reaganite raCist' campaigns a
round so-called "reverse discriminat'ion" and'''anti-
crIme" hysteria. ",.' 

As to, "eqijality", when'revolutionary' Marxist
Leninists\ speak of a fight for' e'quality, or agaInst 
racist terror, or on any democratic ql,1estion,' we, do' 
not mean sim,Ply verbal declarations and , hand-wting.;, 1 
ing, , H.ke the ~liberal bourgeois 'friends' of the' u
quidatori;do~ ,',:'ARd we do not promote any illusions 
thatptogress' will coine' thr~h' the good, graces 'of 
the capitalists. No, we mean mobilizing the masses 
for realst;ruggle~< 'And we fink the struggle fot' 
equality with the struggle against ',the 'merciless 
capitalist exploitation of the,masses~ "Wh~n the, 
masses rise' in 'struggle. ' they' 'rise ' against the 
miser'able conditions they face"and do nof'stop at' 
the boundary between democradc issues' and the fight 
against exploItation of all kinds. ,', , ' 

By .denigrating any struggle that 'fails to raIse ' 
,'the bariner' of the right to',' self;"de~errnination as 
, "reformist," the liquidators'" are sneer'ihg 'at t,he' 

struggles the black people are' ei1gagoo 'in on g tlaily 
basis. They are 'turning th~ 'theory of the right to 
self-determination' ... - which in Lenin's haiids, was 
partbf a powerful struggl~ "against:aIIforms of 
national opression - into '~'wet' blanket to put oUt' 
the ,flames of the ongoing'struggles 'against, 0PI>reS
siQn, to oppose anything that goeS beyond' the,' bOunds' 
that their liberal bourgeois friends 'wHI 'allow. 

,J No, the liquidators wilt never get awaY-with 
their mock cries abou t the horrible' "reformism" of' 
the struggle' for' "equality". ' 'Indee~;Wheh:'one' 

dates 'of the Democratic Party. ," ,":c' 

;'This' politic.s is being promoted asS' "siIb~titutei' 
for the' 'actuaJ struggle against racisM a'hd'" !t"; 'is' 
aimed at keeping 'the biack masses hitched to"tI1e' 
coattails. of the DemOCratic Party-of, monopoly capt..; 
tal,' precisely at a:' time w/leri thedisencharitment of 
the, black people with the .Democrats is growing. • But" 
to the flying liquidators, this beco'tnes "black em
PQwerment, ""black political power",' "black self
determination, 11' etc. 'Everything from the election 
of black Democrats to local offices in the Sooth to 
the el~cti<'>n of: Harold Washington in Chicago '_..,' 
which' of course is quIte far removed from the black 
belt, to the electoral campaign oj Jesse JaCkson has 
been' justified in the name of, "self-determination~" 

. Collaboration With the Black Bourgeoisie' ,,': oJ 

... ;' 

The class content, of the, program advocat~ by the ' 
,cl'Jampions ,of the black nation theory is collabora

tion With the black b9urgeoisie. These' liquidators 
use the black nadon 'theory to play down the clasS' 
differentiation within the black people' and' to claim 
that there is a unity of interests between the black: 
upper Crust' and' the black working people. 

This flo.sfrom the strange theory of these If
quidatots that If' there 18 an oppressed nation, then' 
the bourgeolsi~ of that nation is automatically a' 
pr~gr~lveforce,. an ally of .the .tamn~ .:Itr~eS~ , 
Th~s IS' not true In general, and It is' ridiculous 
with 'reSPec.t ',to . the, black bourgeoisie. ,. ,,' 

Marxisln:-Lehinisin holds that there may be 1n-' 
stances where' oil a temporary basis the national 

, bourgeoiSie, -- or, more likely, sections of it -;-_ 
may take a national-revolutionary stand in the 
struggle against ,hatioilal oppressi6n. ihis is par
ticularly so where the class antagonisms within the 
nation are 'not' much developed. 'More o,ften, however, 
the' nati~nal b6iirg~oisie take~ at best a national':: 
reformists~and or, tends to faU into outright col
laboration with the oppreSSors of the natiori,' In':'" 
deed, the more" 'aroused the maSses" of "toilers are or", 
the more acute the class contradictions' are. wit'hiil 
thE;f6ppress~d' nation; the' more likely is the na'" 
tiortal bourgeoisie toerribrace a cotr1pact With "the' 
oppressor bOilrgeoisie. against the toilers' of ali" 
nat'iqnal1ties~ , , " " 
. ': Among the bfack bourgeoiSie today in the' U.S.," 

one finds b9th' 'reform' spotiter.sas well as outright ' 
collab6rafors like' Reagan's' lackey Clarence' Pendle- ' 
ton. , ,', But even" theref6rmists 'are conciIiati~ 'with ' 
the Reaganite racist. offensive and participating in 

,the' ca.pitalist, drive against' the" black 'working' 
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,masses. Thi~ does 'not' need great insIght to see., 
It is sufficient to take just a glance at what is 
taking -p\ace vI1th the black !!lasses in the, bIg cltie& 
which are today governed by black reformist and 
liberal mayors, "'like Coleman Young's Detroit" Wilson 
Goode's Philadelphia, ", or .Andrew Young's ,Atlanta. 

"Dertying the Postive Impact I , 

of the Dispersal of the B~ ~atiQn 
i for the Blade Jjberatlon' Struggle 

, ' 

proletarian moyement. 
The conditions created by the dispersal of the 

black 'nation have not only been favorabJe for the 
growth of the black people's struggle but' they 'have 
also 'been favorable for the eventual merger of the 
anti-racist movement wid).' the other currents of the 
mass movement into a single torrent of the socialist 
revolution. 

\ 

of Negating the' SociaUst Revolution 

, The chainplons of the blade nation theory pumote'" ,The champions of, the black riation theory will 
:, the view that an OppreSsed jleq>le' can fight against occasionally talk about socialism. But in their 
.theIr oppr~ion only if they are forged Into a hands, socialism becomes a totally lifeless phrase. 
nation. \' '., The result of their distortion of the right of self-

This ,too is untrue.' Just take a look at the determination is -to oppose using the black Iibera-
'history of the black people over recent' decades.,' . tion struggl1e ~s a lever for the socialist revolu-

Contrary, to the' prejudices of the champions of th~. don. ' , 
black nation theory , the dispersal of the black These liquidators not only use the question of 
nation, despite, the pain and suffering that it en... "self-determination" to downplay the day-to-day 
tailed, has helped to facilitate, not hinder the struggles of the blaCk masses but they also counter-
struggle' of the bllick people against racism, and, pose it'. to the socialist revolutioh. ,They present 
national oppression. ' . " the question of '\self-determination" as the highest 

The biggest upsurge of the black people in this goal of the black' people. Despite the verbal' decla- ' 
century took place not when' there was' a, black na- ,rations about the socialism -- in some dist,ant fu-
tion, but coincidingr with its dispersal -:. in the 'ture - this amounts to putting forward a national-
1950's and 60's. Thy upsu~ge 'Of the bra~k libera- ,,1st program for the black people; not one that 
tion movement during this period was facilitated by, brganizes towards the socialist revolution. 
the results of the, dispersal of' the black nation. ' , Wh'at 'is more, the practical activity of these 

The dispersal of the black nation 'led, to the liquidators goes directly a~ainst using the energy 
widespread proletarIanization of the 'black ' people. ,of the anti-racist struggle for the socialist revo-
Today the majority of the black people are urban lution. One cannot promote alliance with the black 
workers. The dispersal of ·the black ,nation has also bourgeoisIe" ,thorough lacfeys of capitalism that 
meant, that the large numbers of black \ people are not they, are,' and still claim to stand for socialism. 
scattered in the rural cOuntryside I. but concentrated, One cannot, promote hitching, the masses to' the black 
in large' urban coinrqunities. This proletarianizatic,)D bourgeois politicians and the Democratic Party of 
and concentration' are favorable for the development; monopoly capital, and still pretend to stand for 
of struggle and organization against the oppression socialist revolu.tion. One cannot promote narrow 
of, the black people. The black 'people's will to bourgeois nationalist prejudices among the black 
rise up and break down the barriers that stood in working masses, undermine' class unity, and still 
their way 'has only been stiffe~ed. I pr~tend to stand for proletarian revolution. 
, Tlie dispers'al of the black people to )lrban cen- ' No, the champiOns of the ,black nation theory both 

ters throughout the country has also helped to bring 'betray the democratic struggle of the black people 
the black workers in closer contact with the workers against national oppression and their struggle a-
of other nationalities. This has helped to cut i down gainst capitalist eXpioitation. Th~y denigrate not 
national barriers within the ranks of the working just democratic goals such as that of equality, but 
Class and promote class unity and struggle. The also the class struggle and the SQcialist revolu-

'black workers have' played a militant role in the tion. ' <> 

" 

\ 
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Resolution on the black ,national 'question 
, . ;'Spring, 1985- ' 

The following resolution was adopted by the 
MLP,USA in Spring, 1985' after a period of thorough 
inner-party discussion. . 

-------------------------------------~------

, In the revolutionary movement the .question has 
. been repeatedly raised of wh~ther the black peOple. 

in the U.S. constitute not only an oppressed na
tionality but also a' nation based in a definite 
territory where they form the majority of the popu
lation. Connected to this question, there has been 
a persistent debate on the applicability of the 
slogan of the right of self-determination for the 
black people. . After thoroughly studyl!1g the facts, . 

. and' by 'applying the - theoretical principles of. Marx
isrn-L~ni,nism,the . Marxist-Leninist Party has ?Orne to 
the conclusions expressed below. This assessment, 
besides answering the above; questions, also confirms 
the correctness of the ,orientations for . the black 
people's'movement which were set out inthereso
lution from the 2nd Congress of the MLP entitled The 

'Struggle Against Racism and National Oppesslori. 

1. The liberation movement' of the black people in 
the U.S. is an 'essential front of the struggle 
against capitalist reaction ,~nd. is I an important 
lever of the prolet'arian revolutlOn. . . 

2. The nearly 30 million black people in the U.S. 
are an oppressed nationality.. ~aclsm against the 
black people has long been obe of the foundations of·· 
capitalist rule in the U.S. and a ,bulwark of all 
political reactiqn. . The exploitation of cheap black 
labor is a source of great profits for the rich. As 
well,' the capitalists' promotion, of the poison of 
racism is a major instrument of their' divide-arid-, 
rule tactics agairiSt' the entire working class.' 

Today, 'the 'oppression of the black people is 
growing.' The capitalIst class has unleashed against 
the black people a major racist offensive, , headed up 
by the Reagan government and supported by the Demo
cratic Party. The vast majority of the black people 

. are industrial' workers, service workers, and other/' 
\ ,sections of the working people. They are concen

trated in the major urban centers throughout· the 
country where they are frequently forced into segre
gated neighborhoods and decaying \ ghettoes. They are . 
suffering from especially high levels of unemploy
ment, impoverishment, and other burdens of the capi
talist 'economic' crisis. At the same time the capi-

.. talist government is on a, segregationist drive, 
stepping up discrimination in housing, . jobs, and. 
education while racist terror by the police and 
government sponsored gangs is increasing against the 

, black people. . 

, ~~ 

3. The! deep South continue~ to "In;; - a bastion of 
racist oppression. The dominance of the most overt
ly racist 'politicians combined with KKK terror, 
lynchings, and other 'of the most ugly forms of 
racism have endured to confront· 'the bla.ck. masses 
with daily degradation and terror. c, . 

'4. 'Historically the' deep South was the center of 
the inhuman. system lof c~attel slavery which hag been 
revived by the American exploiters arid used to en
slave black people I from Africa. The black people 
never accepted this, bestial ,system. Major slave 
rev<illts broke out in the 1600's and 1'700's and 
reached a peak in the decade, of the 1850's. . Final
ly, the Civil War, in which the black m~ phiyect 
a major role, broke the back of the sIaveocracy' and 
abolished chattel slavery. But th~ northern capi-

,tallsts soon compromised with \ the former slaver 
owners, and formal slavery was replaced with a ruth-, 
less semi-feudal system of Jim Crow segregation and 
Klan terror. . 
, The majority of the black people were c~ncen
trated in the deep. South. And in the zone commonly 
known as the "black belt," where the plantation 
system was concentrated, . the black people formed a 
large majority of the population. . . 

After the Civil War, for some time' the black 
people in this zone went through a process of devel- I 

loping into a nation. This refers to. a nation in the . 
st.rict sense,' that is, a nation based on a definite 
territory, with a ~rtain ecooomic develbpment and 
class differentiation,. where th~ black people com
prised the majority of the population and which is 
"a historically constituted, stable' community of 
people, formed on the basis of a cominon language, 
territory, economic life, , and psychological m~e-up 
manifested in a common culture." -(Marxism and. the 
National Question) Section I ''The Nation," J. V. Sta
lin, 1913}These basic fea~ existed during this 
period, and all together meant that a nation' (in the· 
strict sense) of the ·black people came into (being 
for a time in the, .area known as the "black belt." 
But due. to variou~ factors, such - as the emigration 
of black people out of this. area, certain features 
defining the black people as a natj,on were not 
stable and they were not as accentuated as with most 
nations. Thus there was definite pqtential. for . the 
nation to become dispersed. , 

Through9ut ,the perIod of the existence of this 
. nation the possibility existed for the emergence of 

a black secessionist movement based on this national' 
territory. However, for a number of reasons, such a 
movement did not come into being. The black masses 
showed disinterest in or, at times, even hostility 
to the 'idea of forming a separate black country in 
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\:he South.~he ma,ss ,struggl,e .o~ the. blac~ ,p~ople 
a,eveloped manlly.as a· battle for the;' ab,QIUlOn ,of 
Jim. Crowsegregliltio,nism, . fqr the eH~i.nati()nof" the 
semJ .. .felidal oppr~ion , su~fered .at the. h8Qds of. the 
,'pI,anta'ti~,p'~r<;ls,"andfor fuJi equalit~.' , .' 
'" In ,thy ,late;.J92Q's'l and 1930's the,CP.USA upheld 

i' the blac~, peppl~{s' ,right to' self"1ieter!lllpation,.. tp.at 
'is, the right of- the population ,in" t1;le. oterrftary of 
the black . nation. , to . themsclveS demOcratically deCide 

'wHetherbr hot"tosecEidefrom the U~S.: and form a 
,'~p~a,t~",goY~rnn:ient: c. ~d ':this w,as C<?iT~~. "At the 
same titne, .the. interests qf. the liberation of . the 
blac* p~opl~im4 oCtIle s<?CiaUst.tevoltitlonof the 
wqrking class demanded,.. that the Gomm~nists should 
not' orient the'niover,nept to take up: thegoa~,. of· 
secession." Rather,. the communists, In their ptacti- i 

cal work, were -right to center' fhetx: '~~fqrts o,n 
. developing m'ass revolutionary 'struggles against 
discrimination in the work places arid exclusion from, 
the uniops and for organizing together the I workers 
of all nationalities; against Jim Crow segregation, 
lynching, and all forms of natfonal oppression; 
against landlordism and the plantation system and to 
organize the tenant farmers, sharecroppers, and 

,agricultur'al laborers'- 'And they worked to merge 
these streams of struggle' with the proletarian move-
ment' for socialism. 

5. During the period that lasted into the 1940's-
/, " there were significant waves of migration of blaCk 

people out of the rural areas of the deep South ,and 
to the big citi~. But at the end of' World War IT a 
new wave of -migration began which was bigger than ~ 
any in the past. The black people werE~ forced off 
the land in the rural South and were driVen into" 
ghettoes in the I1].ajor· urban c~nters throughout the' 
country.' . Pushed off the plan~ations and farms' the 
black people increasingly' became, -workers. 

The pr0cess of dispersing the black nation was in 
full swing by the late 1940's, even then putting in 
doubt the existence of the nation in the strict 
sense, and by the 1960's 'one can certainly no long~r 
speak of a black nation in the deep South. This 
process has dispersed the black people to such an 
extent that there is no. longer a significant area of 
black majority iri the former~ territory of the black 
nation. The small areas in this territory where 
there continues to be a black majority have only an 
insignificant popula~ion. Many black people live 
in the Sout», but most have migrated out of the 
former ~erritory of the black nation to the big 
cities. And ,Jmmigration patterns in recent years, 
which have seen many black people leaVing the North 
.and returning to the South, have 'not reversed' this 
trend but have continued the process of co~eritra
t,ing those black' people who live in the South into 
the big Southern, cities. \ ' , 

I Although some exceptional circumstances i~the 
future, gen~rally i~vo~ving. catastrophes I for the 
black people, could conceivably reconce~trate blac~ 

I, 

people in t~e "black~W', or some .other region, at 
present . one cannot speak of a bl~ck nation, i~ the 
scient.ifiG;· .sense· of the ... term.. The. hlstorlc- trend, 
which).hasQeen developing for many decades, is. pres-

· ently i'lgain$~ ~he crys,tallization of"a, black nation. 
, . In this si~uation,- t1:t~r;e is. no longer a basis for 
taising, the slogan of .. the black peopl,e's right of : 
,self-d~~ermination, th~t is, tile right of the people 
;in a., de(inite t~r.ritofY ,to secede. .At' the same 
time,;. ~p~, blac:k J>eQpleremain. an oppresSed natio~al
jty; tlleY,retain mariypf the'features of anatlon. 
and the savage yoke they bear is similar io charac
ter to that. .;bornel:ly otber brutally oppressed na

.donal minori ties.,; 
.\ 

6. ,,:rtiese .qonclusions do not mean that the Party 
shoulp. denpunq~ ~very ,use ,of the term "blaclc na
tion. n Frequently in popular language, the term 
"nation" Is not used in the scientific sense, but as 
simply another word for a people. In some situa
tions, to make a point of denying the existence of a 
black natioh would mean to those hearing it that the 
existence of the black people,' or the black people's 
m()vement, is being denounced; and this is .true even 
among People who would regard it as absurd to regard 
the black people as a nation in the strict sense. 

· The distiAction between a natIon and a nationality 
is ,generally slurred over in popular language.- And 
these differences between the strict, scientific use 
of terms and the widespread, . popular understanding 
of these terms must be taken into full account in 
our work against th~ oppression of. the black people. 

To a certain extent, the same considerations 
apply to the term "right to self-determination. " It 
is often used in a figurative or imprecise way or to 
express that someone Wants to fight on some democra
tic issue. The imprecise use of this term can give 
rise to seri.ous problems, and does. so much more 

· frequently than the popular use of the term "black 
nation." Nevertheless, there are' other cases where 
it would be pedantic to get upset over the imprecise 
use of the' term "right to self-de~ermlnation. " 

:In its own agitation, the Party must generally 
strive to use these terms scientifically. But it is 
important to grasp that the Party's aim is not to 

· create a fight over terms, but to provide the move
ment witH ,a correct analysis and orient it in a 
revoluUl:mary direction. There must be sensitivity 
to' what ~arious people and forces are saying and not 
just a mechanical reaction to their.. use -of different 
terms. 

7. The dispersal of the black people out of the 
rural areas into the major . cities and their prole
tarianizatioq has been a very painful process. 
Nevertheless, this dispersal and proletarianization 
has been favorable to the development of the black 
liberation struggle. The great power demonstrated 
in the movement that swept across the country in the 
late 1950's and the 60's shows the enormous revolu-



tionary potential of ~he 'blaCK I people's movement 
today. . . . ' 

The driving of black people off of the. planta
tions and farms led to the vast majority becomIng 
workers. In ·,the black Uberation movement, it is 
the workers who are the mo~t conSistent and resoiute ' 
fighters against, r~cis'm, the backbone of' the anti.:. ' 
racist movement, around whom the other, sections of 

. the black people must be rallied. Meanwhile the 
'black bourgeois~e sells out the mass struggle in 
order to reach accoll1Iftodation with the monopoly capi
talist. ruling '. class. 

At the same bime, the concentration of black 
workers in factories and work plac~s, \ where they 
work and struggle side by side with \yorkers from . 
other nationalities, has further created condition's 
for, the breaking down of racism and national dis-

I 
." 

, 
.1. 
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trust among the workers.' It is the working class of 
all nationalities, united ~n struggle against the 
exploiters and ,ogPre,Ssol"8, "which forms the" pO,wetful', 
force that ca~ smash national oppression' and the 
entIre . capitalist system. The Marxist-Leninist 
Party works with all' of its might to bring out the 
entire! 'working class in struggle against racism and, 
national oppresslon. 
. The struggle for fuUequality and Uberatio,n of 
,the black people is not· only demanded by elementary 
justice, . but is ~lso essential to break \down the 
stronghOlds of reaction, to widen the field of the 
class' struggle and to 'unite the working class for 
the SoCialist revolution.' The battle of the working 
class against racism and national oppression is one 
of the'important fronts that altogether form the 

. revolutionaryc1ass struggle of the working class. <> 
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From the' resolutions of , 

:'-.,the. Second Congress of the MLP, U·SA 
.. , '-Fall, 1984- -

THE STRUGGLE AGAINST RACISM 
.' . ., . AND NATIONAL OPPRESSION 

., .' (Excerpt) 

'. The mass movements .. again;;; racism and n~tional 
oppression are one of the important fronts of the 
mass struggles- in the U.S. From the slave'revolts 
and the Native, people's-resistance wars in earlier 
centuries to the demonstrations and' mass . rebellions 
of the 1960's, the oppressed nationalities: have 
repeatedly risen up in heroic battles against the 
racist exploiters and their state machine. \ 

The history of capitalist r~le in this country is 
a history of the most savage racial and national 
oppression. I~ is a history which includes such 
infamy as the genocidal wars against the Native 
population an~ the inhu!Dan enslavement of blacks •. 
Racism has been institutionalized by the capitalist 
class and its state. Today tens of·· millions of 
people suffer under the terrible yo~e of national 
oppression. The black people, the. Mexican natiorial~ 
ity people, Puerto Ricans, Native people, Asian
Americans and· other nationalities are subject to 
barbaric dtscrimination, racist brutality and the· 
worst- conditions of Ufe and work. 

Racism has long been a bulwark of- all political 
reaction .in the U.S. It is a weapon systematically 
used by the -capitalists to' try to divide the workers 
of different races and nationalities and thereby to 
weaken the -workers' movement and,. keep down the en
tire' worklpg class. As well, racism is the source 
of enormous profits for_ the capitalists, as they 
super-exploit the workers of the oppressed national
ities. 

Any improvements in the conditions of, the op
pressed nationalitieshaye come· about only! through 
the most bitter mass struggle. But capitalism is 
unable to provide full equality for' the black people 
llnd other nationalities. Brufal racism and national 
'OPPression are . the way of life in. capitalist Ameri-
ca. . The capi~alist ·rulers and-' their state' are 
racis~to the core. Their much-vaunted 'freedom'. 
,and 'democracy' stand exposed as nothing more than 
hollow and hypocritical lies. 

The 'oppressed people have never taken their sulr 
Jugation lying down. U.S. history is filled with 
examples of.· the valiant. struggles of the long
suffering 'masses. The mighty upsurge. of the black 
people, which' began in the 1950's and grew to 'power
fulrebellions in .city after city in the. late 
1960's, is of particular importance.- This movement 
shook capitalist America to its foundations. The 
powerful' struggle of the, black people, alQng with 

I . 
major battles waged by other nationalities, struck 
down some of the worst features of Jim 'Crow segrega
tion. They greatly inspired th~' workers, youth, and 
wom~n of every nationality and played an important 

. role in the' <development of the revolutionary move
ment of the 1960's. 

Today the capitalists are seeking revenge againSt 
'. the black people and other oppressed natiQnalities. 

A renewed racist offensive' is underway to take back 
every past gain that the masses had achieved through 
struggle. The Reagan administration is hel\lding up a, 
drive to further segregate the schools. Under the 
banner of opposing so-called 'reverse discrimina
tion,' ' c!apitalist reaction is working to intensify 

, discrimination ,in jobs and other fields of life. 
Brutal ra?ist attacks and' murdersPJntinue .from the 
police and racist gangs. As well, the oppressed 
nationalities are forced to bear the heaviest load 
of the m,easures of the rich to shift the burden of 
the economic crisis onto the shoulders of, the work-

I ers and, poor., 
The racist offensive of the 'bourgeoisie has given 

rise to widespread angry dissatisfaction among the 
oppressed nationalities. Here and there a number of 
fierce battles have already broken out. Throughout 
the country the oppressed peoples are girding 'them
selves for the fight. A new upsurge of struggle 
against racism and national oppression is inevita

'ble. 
The Marxist-Leninist Party takes its -stand 

shoulder to shoulder with' the masses of the op-
pressed nationalities, and it fights with all its' 
might _ against racism and all forms of national' op
pression. The Party - is irreconcilably hostile to 
discrimination, segregation and racJst terror. It 
opposes all prejudice and _ bigotry. The Party en
courages active resistance to racist attacks and 
works to build up the mass actions of the people 
into a powerful anti-racist movement. 

In this work,the. Party pays attention to bring
ing out the cIasssoufce of racism and national 
oppression. The MLP exposes the bourgeois lies, 
such as the idea that racism is inherent in human 
nature; it emphasizes that the fountainhead of rac
ist and national oppression is the capitalist class 
and its state •. The MLP works to direct the anti.,. 
racist struggle squarely against the. capitalist 
rulers. 

The MLP also rejects the opportunist concept that 
clas,s analysis is not' relevant' to the mass movements ' 
of the oppressed nationalities., The class issues 
within, the oppressed nationalities manifest them-
selves in variou's ways. 



First, the vast majority of the oppressed na
. tionality masses are workers. They are the. most 
consistent and resolute fighters against national 
oppression, they form the backbone of th~' anti
racist movement, and they play an important role in 

. the class struggle of the proletariat as a whole. 
As well, there is an ever-deepening polarization 

bet ween the oppressed nationali ty workers and the 
bourgeoisiffed upper strata of the oppressed na:'" 
tionalities. The upper strata within the oppressed 
nationalities sell out· the . mass struggle against 
racism in oraer to reach cozy' accommcxlations with 
the ruling class at the expense of the workers of 
their own oppressed nationality.. In the final anal
ysis,it is impossible to develop the struggle a
gainst the racism of the ruling class without also 
opposing the t}eachery of the bourgeois of the op:" 
pressed nationalities. 

.• Thus . the recognition of the. class divisions with-
, in . the oppressed na.tionaJities does not weaken, but 

strengthens, the overall struggle against national 
oppression. The Marxist-Leninist Party, as the 
party of the cl~ss conscious vanguard of the \ workers 
of all nationalities, holds that the class differen
tiation and class struggle within the oppressed 
nationalities should not be covered. over but encour
aged. 

Thus, in building up the movement against racism, 
the MLP pays special attention to organizing the 
workers of the oppressed nationalities. It is by 

. organizing the workers, and around them the. other \ 
sections of the masses of the oppressed national
ities, that a firm struggle against raCism can be 
consolidated and, that the movement can be carried 
forward in a revolutionary direction. 

At the same time, the MLP encourages the struggle 
against the sellout bourgeois elements within the 
oppres$ed nationalities. In this regard,. it is 
important to fight narrow, bourgeois nationalism. 
Bourgeois nationalism is promoted by the bourgeois 
elements of the oppressed' n~tionalities. It tries 
to claim that the, oPP'ressed n~tionality workers have 
common interests with the b"ourgeois of their na-: 
tionality ,rather than with the rest of the workers. 
Thus bourgeoiS nationalism seeks. to bind the. op
pressed nationality workers to the interests of the 
bourgeois of their own nationality and, through 
them,. to the ruling class as a whole. It is a 
roadlbock to the str4ggle against racism. and na
tional oppression. 

The Marxist-Leninist Party also works steadfastly· 
to organize the' workers of every nationality into 
the fight against racism and nation~l oppression. 
The Party counterposes proletarian internationalism 
to the racism of the bourgeoisie. The fight for the 
full equality and the liberation of the· oppressed 
nationalities is an essential task of the entire 
working class. The workers support alJ democratic. 
struggles of the oppressed in the interest of ele
mentary justice. What is more, every real 'step 
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forward in the anti-racist struggleweakens~he 
stropgholds of reaction, strengthens the hands of 

I all the exploited and oppressed; and widens the 
field of the class struggle. The fight against 
national oppression is essential to break down the 
barriers of distrust and to unite the ranks of the 
working class for the revolutionary struggle against 
capitalism. What Karl Marx said of the United 
States in the last century still rings true today: 
"Labor in 'the white" skin canoot emancipate itself as 
long as., labor in the dark skin is br8I1ded." 

The Marxist-Leninist Party stands for the deve!-:
opment of the unity 0(. the workers qf all national
ities in a single front against exploitation,.' racisIl'l 

I and all forms of oppression. The MLP stands fot a 
single party for the. entire working class of the 
U.S." a party that organizes the advanced workers of 
all nationalities. The working' class must ensure 
that the class organizations embrace the workers' of 
all nationalities. . 

Life has amply demonstrated the capitalism cannot 
. brhig emancipation for the oppressed nationalities. 

Only the overthrow of the racist capitalist rulers' 
can usher in. freedom for all the oppressed national-

. ities. the struggles against racism and national 
oppression are very important streams preparing the 
way for the proletarian socialist revolution. 

I" '. 

1be FJght Against ~ <:Wression 
. of the Black People 

Today there are almost 30 million blacks in the 
U.S. The oppression of this people has been one of 
the basic foundations of capitalist rule in the U.S. 
Racism against the blacks is an entrenched feature 
of every variety of political reaction. The exploi:.. 
tation of cheap black labor is a source' of 'great, 
profits for the rich. As well, the promotion by the 
capitalists of the poison of racism against the 
blacks is a major"-..instrument. of the <Uvide-and-rule 
tactiCs of the rich against the whole working class. 

. Every step forward for the black people has taken 
. tremendous struggle. The abolition of slavery. was 

accomplished only through the Civil War. But formal 
slavery was soon' replaced . with th~ ruthless System 
of Jim Crow segregation and Klan terror. The worst 
features of the Jim Crow system were removed only 
after decades .of hard struggle, especially the up-

-surge of the black people during the 50's and 60's. 
To gain even the smallest rights the black people 
had to face rabid terro.r and shed their blood. 
These struggles of the black people had a great 
liberating significance. They taught the masses 

.confidence in the power of mass strl,lggie. They' 
allowed the black people to iift their heads up 
high • 
. ' However, the black people continue to face great 

oppression. Desperately poor in ordinary times 
anyway, today the black masses are being devastated, 
by the economic crisis. They are' suffering' twice 
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the national rate of unemployment, while joblessness 
among the black youth is oVer 50%. With a' poverty 
rate at more than double that of the population as a 
whole, over '35%' of all black, families struggle to 
survive below the government's official poverty 
level.' 

. Besides ever-deeper impoverishr:rJ.ent, the black 
people also face the government's segregation drive 
and racist terror campaigns. Blacks continue to be 
shot at, lyncqed and beaten by poI~cemen and racist: 
gangs such, as the KKK. The bourgeois, courts allow ' 
the racist murderers to go scot-free or at the most 
give them light taps on the wrist. ' 

There is a gr'eat anger building up among the, 
black masses. This discontent cari be seen in the 
rebellions in Miami of recent years, in fights a
gainst' the Klan, in demonstrations against police 
murders, in the widespread hatred against, Reagan, 
etc. However the struggle has yet to break out in 
force l:jS 'happened in the 50's and' 60's. 

The ability, of, the black people to resist the 
racist offensive has been undermined by the tre~ch.,. 

-erous role pf the official leaders, of the black 
community. These leaders include the black bour
geois politicians and the leadetships of such organ-

, lzations as the NAACP, the Urban Leaglie, PUSH, etc. 
They are in reality misleaders of .the· black people, 
anq they represent the 'interests. 0{ black bourgeois 
ana those sections of the black, petty-bourgeoisie 
which identify with the ambitions of. the black bour-
geoisie.' , ' , , . 

The black misleaders worked to' sabotage th~ black 
people's struggles of ~ the 19601"s. Instead of sup
porting ,active resistance, they promoted passive 
methods 'or" struggle.' Instead of using the energy of 
the rebellions to orgaI1iie the masses and to ,develop 
a more' systematic and conscious struggle agairist 
racism, they denounced the militant rebellion,S 6f, 
the masses. Instead of building the struggle re"'" 
lying on the strength of the' maSses, they worked to 
tie the masses to the Democratic Party of the racist 
ruling class. ' 

Today the ,misleaders of the black, people gre 
wallowing in abject treachery against. the black 
masses. They· do not stand for fighting back against 
the racist offensive. When the bl8:ck m~ rebel, 
hey come in as 'riot stoppers.' Instead of strug.;. 
gle, they work fo~ cozy accommodations with the 
ruling class. ,They are working harder than ever t<;>. 
keep .'the black m'asses tied to )the Democratic Party. 
Indeed their support for this ,party is one of the 
main factors allowing the Democrats to posture as 

the champion of the minoritieS. 
In particular, the black ,misleaders seek to use, 

the 'anger of: the black masses as a"springboard for 
the ambitions of the black bourgeoisie and tho&e 
sections of. the' petty-bourgeoIsie with the same 
aspirations. 'Und~r the slogan of working to in
c.rease the 'clout' of the black people" the black 
bourgeoisie weeks to use the black people's struggle 
to ,pressure for, more token positions ,within, the 
ruling class, such; as in the higher levels of the' 
government, in the capitalist parties, in the cor
porate boards, etc., They 40' not fight for the 
interests of the black working' masses. Instead they 
echo the Reaganite 'trickle-down' ideologues by 
claiming that improving the positions of bourgeois 
blacks will ultimately translate into gains for all 
the black people. I 

The reformist policy 'of to~enism for a limall 
handful, of blacks has long been encouraged by the 
capitalist rulers of the U.S. In the 1960's, they 
stepped up this policy 'on realizing that the former 
bribed strat~ was too narrow and had'too little 
influence on the masses. This w~s a bipartisan 
pOlicy of the bourgeoisie. It was promoted through 
a variety of programs, such as the, prom9tionof 
'black capitalism" by the Nixon administration. But 
while the black bourgeoisie ~s relatively well-off 
in comparison with the' black workers, it is not as 
rich as the monopolists and it forms a very small 
section of the ~ericaJ;l bourgeoisie as a whole. At , 
most, the black ,bourgeois are millionaires, w;hile 
the, white ,bourgeois include billionaires. As well, 
there is a much smaller proportion of the bourgeois 
among the black people, than among ~he white popula
tion of the, country. In brief, the black bourgeoi
sie has been given some crumbs 'and it has sold out 
but it has been kept ;out of the ruling, monopolist 
section, of t.he U.S. capitalist class. 

The advance of the struggle against the 
,oppression ,of he black, people requires a stern 
'struggle against the misleaders who represent the 
interests of the black· bourgeoisie. The black 
liberatiori struggle canHot have' tokenism as its aim; 
instead jt must seek to meet the interests of the 
vast, numbers of working' and poor blacks. This calls 
for 'struggl~ aga~nst the racist oppressors, not 
compromise 'with them. \ ,It calls for breaking with 
the path of reliance on the Qemocratic Party. 

, \ (:from the colrection 'of the bulk of theresolu-. 
,tions of the Second Congress in the January 1, 1984. 
issue of 1be Woners' Advocate.) <> ". , 

\ 
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On the black national questi,on 
arid'the right of self-determination· 

\ " 

The following article is based on a speech at the 
Second National Conference of o~r Party. It has 
been revised for publication andl additional material 
has been added. 

----------------------------------------~---

, The black, iiberation movement, from its roots', in 
,the heroic, resistance against slavery to its dynamic 
battles that rocked the big -cities all across the 
country in' the 1960's, is one of the essential 
fronts of ma,ss struggle in U.S. It is not only a 

,~',' necessary movement for' the black peopi~ .to free 
,,' themselves from the outrages of racial discrimina

tIon and segregation, but it is also an, essential 
struggle. for, the unity of the working class and an 
important lever of the socialist revolution. 

, In this article we will deal with one question 
that' has come up repeatedly, on the orientation for 
the black : peoples movement, that of the theory' of 
the existence of a black nation in the black belt 
region of the South and of the need to fight for the 
right to self-determination of that nation. To deal 
with this question we will examine the history, of 
the black people's movement, especially in its rela.! 
tion' to the question of the black nation in the 
Sou~ and some of the important principles of Marx
ismLLeninism on the national, qu~ion., ' 

Put in brief terms, this examination will ,show 
the foliowing: I , ' 

After slavery was abolished tl:lrough the Civil 
War, in which the' black. people played such an impor
t~mt role, the black people's movement took the 
course 'of m8S$ struggle against, Jim Crow", segregation 
,and for agrarian' reform, equal rights, and complete 
emancipation. , ' r 

In the decades following the Civil War a black 
nation did come into· existence in the black belt 
region of 'the deep South., However, no masS national 
independence mdvement to form a separate black COUll-

"' try in the black belt ever emerged among the black. 
people. , ', " ' 

, In the situation facing the 'communists in the 
1920's and 30's, it was essential for them to uphold' 
the right of the black na,tion to, secede, and form itS 
own state, that is; the right to Self-deteri:nination~ 
But the task. of the commwiistS was not to advocate 
secession. Rathel" the need was to put all of their 
energy into the ongoing s~e of the black, people 

'for full equality, for agrarian reform, and against 
capitalist exploitation.' It was essential for the 
communists to organize this struggle in a revolu
tionary way, and fc;r them- to work to' link up, the" 
black people's movement witl} .the revolutionary 
socialiSt rnovexnent of the worldDg class. ' 

,Eventually, after World War IT,' the black people 

who had been concentrated in the black belt were 
forced off the. land and ,dispersed throughout ,major 
cities all over the U.S. 'This dispersal has devel
oped to such a degree that one can no longer speak 
of a black.', nation in the black 'belt South and there 
is no longer a material basis to form an' independent 
black. country'or for raising the slogan of the right 
to self-determination. ' ,", 
, 'rodaY'the issue in fighting against the oppres
,sion of tJ'le black people is to, 6rganlze a' revolu~ 
tionary struggle against capitalist exploitation, 
agains~ all forms oj national oppression, for equal
ity, ancl for compfete, liberation. This struggle is 
part of and a necessary prepara.tion for the' social
is,t revolution. Only socialism can completely liber
ate the black pe9ple~ 

Let us now proceed, to- the ,examination of the 
history of the black people's movement and the his~ 
tory' of the black nation in . the' ,South. . , .. 

The Black ,'People, Fought Heroic Battles 
, Against Slavery 

Although chattel slavery was a inhuman system 
that had .long\ been in its grave in most of the 
world,: the American exploite~s revived. it and built 
it up on a grand scale throughout the plantation 
system of the South. For the sake of the rich capi
talist cotton trade. and the mint-julep luxury of a 
llandful of Southern plantation aristocrats, slavery 
flourished ·for a ,time. Black people out of many 
African tribes were stolen from" their nat-ive land 
and put through the deadly ocean passage only to 

'. face the humiliation of the auction block, the iash 
of the slavelord's whip:,' and a life cut far shor,t' 
from the overwork and I mistreatment in" the cotton 
fields. . . 

Black people never accepted this' bestial' system I 

and repeatedly rose up against it. Freed, slaves 
'jt;>ined the abolition, movement and 11 number became 
foremost' abolitionists leaders. Meanwhile in the 
South the black slaves waged many forms of struggle, 
from torturouS escapes from slavery and small scale 
resistance to' major slave revolts. There are at 
least 250 cases. of known slave cohspiracies and 
insurreCtions. Major slave revolts broke, out as 
early' as the 1600's and 1700's. The first half of: 
the 1800's saw the now famoUs, events of the plot of ' 
Gabriel in 1800, of Vesey in 1822, of Nat Turner in 
1831, and of the crews of the Amistad and Creole in 
'1839 .and 1841. In tJ:ie .1850's, the decade leadirlg up . 
to the Civil War, this struggle reached a high ' 
point with important' slave movements in Louisiana, 
Florida, Arkan~as, Georgia, South Carolina, Yir-

. gini!l, jKentuck.y, . and Tennessee.' One planned revolt 

i 
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in' 1853 is repOrted to have involved 2500 slaves in 
· the: 'New Orleans area.. . 
'. Although the black people were unable to overcome 
,-the; many obstacles to organizing a generalized slave 
· revolt,' . and . their .. rebellions were mainly isOlated ,to 
individual plantations and .. crushed, their heroic 

;struggles.exposedthebestial system of slavery, 
lifted the hope of freedom in'the masses, .and ,estair 
lished the fighting traditions of the black people's 
,novement in the United States. 

.. ,'. 

. The Beginnings' of a Black Nation 
'. __ During·the Period of Slavery 

./ 

-.1' It. was in the crucible of brutal slavery tt~at 
,black people· (rom diverse African tri~ began to be 
forged· into a distinct oppressed people· in the· U.S. 

'And; it was in this period'; that black' slaves in the 
lowland plantation area of the 'South "started' to 
dev.elop . certain . of the features of a nation • 
. : Here we are speaking of a. "naliion" in the strict 

sensa, as distinc~ {rom -the meaning of an "oppressed 
"people"; that· is, ,_ a nMioo based' on a def1~ite 
territory where black ,people comprise the majority 

· of the population. and where there Is a certain 
e.Gonomic .. development and class differentiation. 
Joseph Stalin, whose definition is. as comprehensive 
as any short· one can be, described the characteris-

- .tics: . of. a nation as "a historically constituted, 
· stable ~ community of people, formed .on the' basis of a 
,¢ommon language, territory, economic life/ and psy
:chological make-up mamfestOO, in a cotnmon/culture." 
: (Mandsm and the National Question, Section I "The 
:Nation") Let us look at some of these characteris
. tics·: wi th respect to the black people during the 
:p~riod of slavery. . 

First', they developed as a people in a common 
.territory; The slave system was not uniformly dis
. tributed .throughout the South but, instead, it was 
;chiefly;found in the deep$outh, an ar~ which runs! 
Jromeastern. Virginia and. eastern North Carolina 
,thfQugh most of South Carolina, Georgi'a, Alabama,. 
MiSSissippi and I Louisiana, Southern Arkansas and· oei 
,lnta.: east Texas. Slav~ry was concentrated Inthe 
'f20re. bf this region. where the large-scale planta
..tions were located, an area known as the "black 
belt" for its rich soil. In 1860 black people count
ed. for 56% of the population of the black belt. 
About· 55% of. all the. black people in the U.S. ~ived 
in the black pelt, and over 70% lived in the deep 

:Sout/:l as 'a whole. 
;" Secondly, they developed a common language. The 
's:lave mast:ers feared. tha~ slave conspiracies would. 
·be' :hatchecl . under their noses if the slaves were 
al1owed· to . speak . their· native languages. So the 
different ,·.African languages spoken by the slaves 
were suppressed and EngUsh, the slavemasters lan
guage, . was thrust upon them. Over time English be
~ame' the common language spoken by all. of the black 
slave masses. 

, I ._, 

" ' 

/ 

As well, due to the fact that the slaves were of 
African origin and to the fact' that they were kept 
separate. from the white masses, the black people 
developed a sense of being a separate people from 
the whites. . Forced "together under the lash of slave
ry various African tribal distinctions were elimi
nated and the black masses developed certain common 
cultural characteristics based on the mixture of the 
African cultures With the dominant English or . white 
American ,culture of the slavemasters and the local 
white population. . 

Thus during the period of slavery black people 
became the marority of the population" in a definite 
territory of the· South, they developed a common 
language,· and they began to evolve a common cUlture 
and psychology asa people. 

However, due to their status as slaves, it was 
very difficult for the· black people in the black 
belt South to \ actually crystallize as a nation. The 
slaye system. confined the black people to a very 
~losed, narrow existence on individual plantations. 
They w'ere barred from travel except in a few, highly 
controlled ·situations. Any regional or South-wide 
org!'lnization, even of the most innocent variety, was 
strictly forbidden. And even minimal communication 
and interaction between slaves of different planta
tions was nearly impossible. 

Thus, the slave system acted in two ways~ It 
threw together 'people from different African tribes , 
and ~gions and began to forge them into a distinct 
oppressed people. But, at the same time, the slave 
system kept· them isolated on separate plantations, 
with no common economic life drawing them into mu
tual interaction, ,and thus barred the door. to their 
development into a· nation • 

It would take the !abolition of slavery th,rough 
. the Civil War and the development of capitalist 

economic) relations in the deep South to mold the 
black ·people into a nation • 

The C1v1l i War Breaks the Back of Slavery 

The offensive of the slave masters, to extend the 
area of slavery and to dominate the whole coUntry. 
led to the outbreak of the Civil War. The Northern 
Industx:ial capitalists, in order to defend them- ' 
selves and to open up the Southern market for their 
exploitation, were eventUally ·forced into war by the 

. secession of the Confederate. slave states. Despite 
the initial resistance I of Abraham Lincoln, the 
Northern capitalists' president, toabo1ishing 
slavery and to enlistIng the assistance of the black . 
people In the war effort, the threat of lOSing the. 
war eventually forced him into action. Black freed
men and escaping slaves eniisted in the Union army 
in droves~ Slaves acted as spIes and saboteurs be-

. hind the Confederate. IIIp. They commandeered Con
federate shIps, supplied the Union army with food 
and other provisions' stolen from the slave masters, 
and rose en masse as the Union army appr08ched their 



;, plantations. ' The "abolition of 'slavery also won the 
, s~pport of the' British" working' class and bl~ked the 

'British capitalists from coming to the aId ,of the 
Confederacy. 'Thus' the balance '.of' the war' was ,tipped 
to the" Union side and the CoQfederacy' went down, to 
defeat.. . . ;. 

, The Civil War broke the back of slavery, the 
South ,,~as'opened up ,for capitalist development, and 

,the previous isolation a:nd narrow borders of slave 
life began tQ be broken down as communication and 
organization, ampng the black I peOple spread through 

,the South. " " 
.. .. But whHe the CiviL War abolished slavery,it by 
no means ,completely freed the, black people. After a 
few- years of Reconstruction the Northern capitalists 
reached an accommodation, with the Southern planters, 

" wi~hdr.ew the ,federal troops,' and turned the South 
back over to the former '. slave, masters.' 
", This accommodation with the Southern planters 
signified that ,the former slave owners were being 
integrated into Ithe capitalist bourgeoisie that had 
won the Civil War: and wasQow the undivided ruler of 
!=he country; the' former slaveholders; however, re
mained a backward, especially reactionary section I of 
the ruling bourgeoisie. The, Southern market was now 
opened to the Northern capitalists and they could 

'now join hands with the former sl~verholdersto 
s,trengthen reaction against the laboring classes. 
, The South was drawn into the sphere ,of w:idening 

'capitalist relations. But capitalist development was , 
retarded ,and distorted as the forluer slave owners 
fought to retain various semi-feudal ,and seini-slave 
features in the deep South. With the defeat of 
Reconstruction the drive intensified to force tHe 
freed slaves into the position of semi-slavery as 
sharecroppers and peons in bondage to the large 
plantation owners. These semi-feudal and, semi;..slave, 
economic relations were, enforced by a reign; ,of' Klan 
terror an!1- a whole system of Jim Crow degradatio~' 
including the: ,elirriination of, blacks' right to vote 
and a series of agricultUral laws which - firmly bound 
the'sharecropper and tenant farmer to the planta-
tion. ' • 

It was' in this situation '-- where" on' the one 
r~ hand, various of the restrictions of slavery were 

broken ·down and capitidisrrt 'began to develop _ and, on 
the other hand; the black masses had to wage· decades 
:of struggle,' againSt .semi-feudal enslavement' and Jim 
,Crow segregation 'anci, terror C-, that a black nation 
in ,the,' black belt South,,' developed. , 

lit' • .... .,.. .. I 

" A .Process of 'National Fonilatlon In the Decades 
After the ,Civil War , -

,: We, earlier noted that ,the isolated slave life was 
an,in;!.Portant obst,acle, to ,the' black peopleeinerging 

'as a nation in . the ,black belt. ': Sut with the· victorl
" ,otis; CjviI War that 'isQlationbegan to, be broken down 

,:arid q:rgani~at.on $Pread; wideJyamong ,'the black pe0-
ple., . , ' ' 
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In the first months after the war' and thfough the 
Reconstru9tion period, black people formed' local 
"union· clubs" which a ffilt ated to the Republican 
Party, organized militias' 'to' defend themselves from 
racist nIght rider's" held state-Wide political con-,· 
ventions, and 'built other'pplitical,"educational and 

,religious organizations. ; . ' 
The plantation lordS' immediately attempted l to/ 

smash this' organization 'and to drive biacks back 
into isolated plantation life. By 1877 Reconstruc
tion was defeat!ed arid the perIOd, began in whibh the 
racist night riders were given 'free reigq. to throt
tle the, black masses a~d the Jim Crow laws were, 

\ step-by-step, put· into place. Despite the reign of 
terror and the ,backward features of econoinic' Ufe, 

'organization continued" to . develop among the black 
People. Black wotkers' Joined trade ''unionS and. where 
they were' excluded from common unions' with the W1'lite 
workers (which was almOst· everywhere in the, deep , 
South except New Orleans); they established their 
own. Organizations" of ' black· sharecroppers and tenant 
farrriersalso, deyeloped.· And by'. the, turn of the 
century the black bourgeoiSie, headed by Booker T. 
Washington, was building up trade and busIness or
ganizations. A measure of blatk: development can be 
seen in the fact that by j914 there were over 250 
black local, newspapers in the, South; 

This sp'Eead of organization found its economic 
.. ' basis in the development of capitalism for which the 

victorious Civil War had opened' the, way_ Although 
the .development ofcapitaUsm, was retarded by the 
former slave masters,' establishment. of semi-feudal 

- and semi.:.slavestructures, still the', former slaves' 
began to be absorbed within the sphere of' capitalist 
relatio~s and 'class differentiat~on developed among 
the black people. ,',,' 

,A large part of the freed slaves were forced into 
becoming sharecroppers and tenant -farmers on the 
plantations. Despite the semi-slave features' oJ 
their oppression, these blacks were somewhat brought 
into the. sphere of '" .capiJalisirelations through 
engaging in, a certain : atilount of trade.' 

As well, even in the largest plantation regions. 
10-20% of the b,ack ,peasants werea.ble to buy land 
and become independent, fa:nners, although' vert pover~. 

,ty-stricken ones.' ' 
A proletarian section'· of . blacks also developed.. 

M~y former slaves became' agricultural laborers.' As 
well a small black industr:ial proletariat grew, 
especially in .the saw mills and lumber industry, In 

I transportation, on the docKs' ,on the coast, and also 
in the building trades in some small towns. Although 
there were' many attempts to' exclude' them, blacks 
'even~ally became : workers , in the textile mills; the" 
. tobacco pr,~ing" plants" and- other industries. 

A small class of bla9k"bourgeois;' based"on ex
ploiting the newly. found market among' th~' black 
people, also emerged ,in .the,cities' and towns. As the 
economy developed, a small number of" bigger black: 
businessmen arose. But the upper strata among the 
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black people was mainly made up of petty bourgeois I 
professionals (such as teach~rs and -doctors) and 
small businessmen. Blacks :established funeral par
lors, small. enterprises to manufacture personal 
products, insurance companies, real estate firms. in 
the' cities, anck even a small number of banks. By 
1914 there were 40,000' black businesses and 51 black 
banks in the U.S., mostly in the deep South. 

This dra wing of blacks into capitalist relations, 
the class differentiation among them, and the emer
gence of· South-wide- organization ·were important 

'. factors in the emergence of a black nation. 
Along with these factoIJ it should also be men

~ioned that blacks continued to be concentrated in a 
definite territory, the black belt, . and they further 
developed socially and culturally· as a distinct 
people. In fact, the concel)tration of, the black 
population in the black belt region of the deep, 
South actually increased between 1860 and 1880 and 
remained almost unchanged until World War I. Blacks 
were prevented from spreading into other regions of 
the country by the whole system .of debt and legal 
restrictions which. bound them to sharecropping and 

. tenant farming on the black belt plantations. The 
JlJ1l Crow ~system was established to enforce this 
semi-slavery. But it also forced on the black masses 
a sepa.rate social and cultural development from the 
whi,tes. . t. 

prom all of the above angles, it can be ~en that 
in the period following the Civil War the black' 
people developed all of the characteristics of an 
oppressed nation in the black belt. 

Foctors That W<Xk.ed Against 
. the Black People's M>v.ement Taldng the Form of a 

Struggle for an Independent Cotmtry. 

Although a black nation came into existence, a 
mass movement never emerged among the black masSes . 
for natiollaf independence, fo.r the formation ofa 
:separate black country in the black belt region of 
the South. There are' a number of historical and 
econOlnic factors for this. 

For one thing it must be recognized that for 
• various reasons certain ·features defining the black 

people as a nation were not stable and- were not as 
accentuated as with most nations. 

The fact that the black belt was an economically 
undeveloped region probably operated in this direc
tion. While there was a degree of capitalist devel
opment among the blacks in the black belt, the. black 
belt W<3S a distinct economic region. of I the country 
which was kept industrially backward to fa,c~litate 
t.he super-exploitation of the blacks on the planta
tions. For example, when the textile industry moved 
South in the 1880's and 1890's, it did not build its 
plants in the black belt region which was the ceqter 
of the "cotton belt." Rather. the textile industry 
was built in the remote maJority-white regions of 
the Piedmont plateau of Tennessee, North Carolina, 

• 

/ . 

and western South Carolina. This was done to avoid 
. attracting blacks away from the' plantations which 
might have undermined the source of' cheap cotton. 

. For . the same reason' laws were actually passed pro
hibiting blacks from operating textile IT) achinery. 
This kept the black belt distinct, but also retarded. 
the capitalist dev~lopmen't of the regio~ and may 
have operated as another factor retarding the devel
opment of a black nation in the black belt. 

The underdeveloped conditions also' propelled the 
black people to leave the South, whenever they 
could, in search of a better life. Although the 
black popUlation ~ in the bll!ck belt was stable 
through the turn of the centurY,mass migrations 
eventually began. The expansion of In,dustry with 
World War I provided an opportunity for blacks to 
escape the plantations and then and later the mass 
migrations threatened to disperse the black people 
away from the black belt. 

It should also be noted that nowhere in the black 
belt was the population homogeneous. Everywhere 
there was a large white minority which included not·; 
only exploiters and their agent's but also white 
toilers -- workers, tenant farmers and sharecrop
pers. Even on the large plantations, and this -was 
where the concentration of blacks was highest, on 
the average 17% of the sharecroppers were white. Off 
the plantations the white proportion of the. popUla
tion was larger. If we take~· the entire region of the 
deep South through which the plantation system ex
tended to varying degrees and which was closely 
linked . with the black belt economically, blacks 
formed either a slight majority or a slight minority 
depending on the decade. These facts, which were" 
quite clear to the masses, contributed to the lack 
of enthusiasm among the black people to fight to 
break off into a separate black country. 

Another historical factor discouraging a separa
tist movement was that the history of Reconstruction· 

. and of the Populist movement - which . will be gone 
into below -- had shown the black masses that to 
further their struggle they needed the support, or 
at lefst the benevolent neutrality, of the poor 
whites • 

There were a,lso other factors that worked against ,.,~. 
the emergence of a movement for national independ- , 
ence. 

One of the biggest was that slavery had been 
ov~rthrown by the Civil War against the Confederate, 
secessionists and that the highest degree of freedom 
that blacks had .experienced had been during Recon:
struction when the South had been occupied by fed
eral troops.' Any idea of secession, OF establishing 
an independent country in the South, was associated 
with the Confederacy or with the planters' cOm
plaints against "Yankee domination." Further it 
should b~ remembered that the oppression of' blacks 
took place in the form of racial segregation and any 
idea of separation in the South was immediately 
associated with the worst capitulation to Jim Crow. 

-~~--~- .. ~.,------------~----'--------------



, Finally it should be pointed out that the blacK 
bourgeoisie had no interest in raising demands for 
independence., It was influenced ,by the factors .that: 
we have already mentioned above. As well, it was 
very weak. It, appeared on the scene at a time· when 
all 'of the commanding positions were already taken 
by , the ,white bo~geoisie. At the same, time, 'class 
antagonisms' were already quite developed in the U.S. 
~n that situation it feared that any revolt by the . 

, black masses c'ould jeopardize the bourgeois social 
, system in which the black bourgeoisie itself had a 
stake. Thus" the black. bourgeoisie tended to oppose 
demands for black hational independence and it also 
promoted reformism and capitulation to undermine ,any 
serious fight against the oppression qf the black 
masses. ,But more on this later. ' 

For all of the \ above reasons and others, no 
movement emerged for an independent black country in 
the black belt. ' 

The Mass Movement AgaInst Natiooal Oppression 

, JUl)t because there was no mass movement for na
tional independence does not mean, however, that 
there was no movement of the black masses against 

, their ' exploitation • and national' oppression. Nor does 
it mean' that !:he black people's movement lacked in 
reVolutionary potential. The spirited' struggles of 
the black masses· against Jim C,row segregation,' 
lynchings, and other features of national oppression 
and the battles for land and full equality' showed 
time and again the revolutionary potential of the " 
black people's ,movement and the possibilities for 
merging it with the proletarian movement for.: social
ism. Let' us just outline, various phases' in the mass 
movement of the black ,people. ' 

Iri th~ years following the Civil War there was a 
pOwerful demand of the' freed slaves for confiscation 
of the plantations and distribution of the land 
among the former, slaves. In numeJ:ous cases the freed 
slaves simply' t/ok over the plat:ltations, squatted, 
and frequently put up stiff resistance against for-' 
cible eviction by federal troops. A large portion of 
the/freed slaves joined in the' building of "union 

-Clubs." These were affi1ia~ed to the Republican 
Party of Lincoln, which had headed up the Civil War, 
and were in its left wing. Through these clubs, 
through state-wi-de political 'conventions', and 
through other forms the black masses voiced their 
,demands including for land, suffrage, the right to 
maintain their militias as protection against the 
thugs of the form.er slaVe owners, and a federal 
system of J1Ublic' education. As one can see, in this 
period the black people's movemen.t was not in the 
direction of separation but in the direction of 
agrarian revolution, equality, and full' emancipa-
tion. 
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The Role of the Black' Boorgeolsie in:' 
- Undennhiing the Mass Struggle " ' : 

j " . 

'." t.\ 

It is notable that eve!1 in this' eady' p~rI6!i~ 
when the black bourgeoisie was only "barely emerging; 
the trend of bourgeois reformism ,was already In 
evidence. By the time the Rec6nstruqtion governments 

'were formed an embryo of the black bourgeoiSie -
compoSed mainly of freedn:len from the North and New 
Orl~ns who had acquired some education and money 
and "came into the, black belt as teacherS, agentS 'of . 
the Freedman's B~reau, and other professidri~.':"-' 
began to dOminate the blaCk people"s .movement.;·While 
they fought in the state. 'Reconstructiol). governnkhts 
for public education and some socii'll welfare".mya&.. 
ures, the fledgling black bourgeoisie put .. aside the 
demandS of the black masses for the confiscatiolt of 
the land of the form~r slaveowners to provide, :~e 
freed slaves 40 acres and a mule. Instead, ':i:l1ey 
recommended various reformist solutions like giant.,. 
ing ex-slaves government loans to buy' land.. . , . 
, Later, after the. defeat of Reconstruction a'nd 
towards the'turn of the century, th~ trend Qf. ~h
abashed .collaboration with Jim 'CroW;ahd disenfhin
chisement became. for !'{lany years, the dominant trend 
among ,the developing Mack bourgeoisie. '", ,'.: .. '. ' 

This capitulation to the racists does not' -rnean 
that the black bourgeoisie promoted no. nationan~m. 
Rather'its dominant section came to promote wha~' tlJ,e 
Communist Party,. USA (CPUSA) later cor~tly .labeled 
as "Jim Crow nationalism." The black ' bourgeoisie 
promoted a distrust of, white working people 'and itS 
nationalism could be characterized in five words-
"Buy Black, -J3uild Black Institutions~"rThls was. the 
program of Booker T. Washington. " . '. . . 

Lenin points \ out that the bourgeoisie's' national 
I program is based on what is "practical.", That is, 
. the bourgeoisie of the oppressed nation' take'~ ,up 

, whatever is in the interest of its own class' devel
opment, includirig selling out the masses of .rts oWh 
nation, and 'it promotes this as the '~pra:cticafi' 
solution to the national question •. The black l:)~ut':'" 
geoisie, recognizing its weak position ,and the .dan
gers, of any fight, against national oppression by, .the 
black masses, sawin the segregation of the races 

'enforced by Jim Crow a way to carve out a niche lii: h 
. captive market. '., . 

. While unashamed collaboration with the racists 
~me' the dOminant trend in the black . bourgeQIsi~ 
for a period. bourgeois reformism also continued' to 
operate. Both -of these trends still' play an .undetr
mining. role in the black peoples' niov~ment dow(i. t,O 
the present., . . . 

Despite the subversion by the blackbourgeQisie, 
the black masses in the South did, not pe!ic~f\tUY 
submit to Jim Crow or the abol~t1on of sUffr~ge. 
~esistance . continued for decades against . every , st~i> 
m the development and consolidation of the $YSteih 
of semi-slave reaction.' ' . 

I 

j 

" 
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The Black Workers Were Active in ' 
, . the Workers' Mov~ment 

Among 'other struggles, it is important to nOte 
the black workers iactive part in the workers' move
rrierit. In the 1880's there was an upsurge, in the 
workers' movement in the South and strikes spread 
across the region. The Knights ot Labor, unlike the, 
American Federation of Labor (AFt), did not exclude 
or segregate blacks. Black workers flocked to the 
Knights of, Labor for a time, actively joined in the 
organizing drives,' and played an important role in 
the strike movement in various areas., 

The Colored' Fanners Alliance 
and the Populists 

In the late 1880's and early 1890's the movement 
of black 'tenant farrriers and sharecroppers developed 
in connection with the Populist movement. The Color
ed Farmer.o; Alliance (CFA) was formed as part of the 
Populist movement and it waged many battles for the 
demands of the tenant farmers and sharecroppers and 
for equal rights for black people. 

The Populist movement had a: strong influence 
among broad sections of petty bourgeois, and laboring 
masses, but its leaders were' rich farmers. Although 
this rich farmer leadership was only interested in 
lower ran and bank rates, they felt the pressure of 
the poor t<?nantfarmers and sharecroppers who were 
demanding a more radical program. " 

The Populist movement was divided geographically 
into a Northern and a Southern Alliance,having 
their own separate histories and politics. Parallel 
t6 the white Southern Alliance, t~e Colored Farmers 
Alliance was formed and is reported to have had as 
many as 1.25 million members. In 1891 the CFAcalled 
for a national sharecroppers strike to force a high
er price for cotton from the planters' and merchants 
who controlled crop marketing. This strike' failed 
because the leaders of the white Southern Alliance 
came out against i~. However the pressure of the 
black masses did force the Populist Party in a 
number of states to' take up a number of their de- I 

mands against lynching, discrimination, Jim Crow, 
and the denial of suffrage. 

The Populist moveinent was ruthlesSly suppressed' 
by the planters and their sheriffs and the blacks' 
bore the brunt of the repression. Once a few reforms 
of advantage to' the rich farmers were <von, many 
white leaders of the Southern Alliance such' as Tom 
Watson qUickly abandoned the blacks and turned into 
me most virulent Klansmen themSelves.' 

A New Wave of Struggle Mter World War.! 

Th~ next major wave of, black struggle arose dur
ing the post-World War I period. This was a time. of 
enormous clashes between the working c!~ and the 
capitalists. The expansion of industry during the 

w'W drew many blacks out of the black' belt and into 
the sweat shops in the big cities around the coun
try. There they quickly joined up with the workers' 
movement. In an effort to' maintain the superexploi
tation of the blacks, to split the workers, and to 
smash up the strikes and organizing drives, the 
capitalists unleashed racist pogroms and lynching. 
In 1919 there were, according to bourgeois sources, 
atf least '26 "race riots" across the cOl.mtry. But .. 
what began as racist pogroms frequently turned into 
armed mass resistance by the aroused black masses. 

. One of the biggest struggles took place in Chica
go. . It began as a figbt against segregation of 
public facilities, but soon escalated as the capi
talists organized racist mobs to attack the black 
communities. The black masses fought back' valiantly. 
It took a week, and the calling in of the state 
militia and 3500 city police, to finally put down 
the black struggle. 

Other major black reSiStance took place in Phila
delphia; Baltimore; Coatsville, Pennsylvania; New 
London, Connecticut; Tulsa, Oklahoma; Bisbee, Arizo
na; Washington D.C.; Longview, Texas; and Knoxville, 
Tennessee. Two battles, one in Arkansas, and one in 
Georgia, began with racists killing leaders of black 
sharecroppers unions. It is' no'table that the black 
bourgeoisie through the NAACP and. the Urban League 
toured the country calling for calm and a return to 
work. In a number of cases tIley counseled the city 

,authorities to call out state troops against the 
black masses for fear that the use of the hated 

,racist city police departments would incite the' 
masses to further struggle. 

The Late 1920's, the 1930's, "and the CPUSA 

The movement ebbed for a period, but rose again 
with vigor in the late 1920's and through the 
1930'so Numerous fights developed in the cities 
against police brutality, job discrimination, and 
segregation. Black people ~lso, toof an active part 
in the unemployed movement, in union organizing and 
in the strike movement. As well, the struggle ,of the 
tenant farmers and share croppers in the black belt 
grew and there were further fights against Jim Crow 
laws ,and practices •. 
I During this period tj1e CPUSA played a big role in 
unleashing the ,energy of 'the black maSses and organ
izing their struggle. The famous 1929 textile 
strike led by the communists in Gastonia, N.C., 
fought against racist practices, united the white 
and black w .. orkers,and inspJred a series of strikes 
and, organizing drives elsewhere in South Carolina, 
Tennessee, and Georgia. Similarly, the communists 
led the formation of the sharecr.oppers union which, 
grew ,to 12,000 members and waged sigpificant battles 
against the plantation owners. The communists also 
developed the s~ruggles against racist terrot and 
persecution. The broad mass actions that the commun
ists organized in defense of 'the Scottsboro boys 

• 



'. 

became a symbol of the struggle for the rights of 
the black p~ople. 

This outline of the black people's movement 
through the 1930's shows something of the fierceness 
of the battles for agrarian refonn and equal rights. 
And it gives some indication of the revolutionary 
potential of the black people's movement and of the 
possibilities for drawing together the struggle for 
the full emancipation of the black people with the 
revolutionary struggle of the working· class' for 
socialism. 

On the other hand, the history does not show any 
trend in the direction of a fight, for national 
independence in·· the black belt South. 

The Garvey Movement 

In this regards, it is necessary to touch briefly 
.. on the Garvey movement because there have been vari

ous claims that. it represented a movement to form a 
separate black country in the black belt or that it 
was a precursor of such a national independence 
movement among the black masse'). 

The Garvey movement took on a mass char:acter 
during the fierce anti-racist struggles in thegost-' 
World War I period. Led by Marcus Garvey, it was a 
militant Pan Africanist cultural natiorlalist move-
me~. \ 

The Garvey' movement attracted masses of black 
_ people who, had left the South in hopes of finding 

freedom, but who omy found that Jim Crow had ridden 
the train North with them. The main thing ·that: 
attracted bll;lCk people to this movement was Garvey's 
militant dEiJ,unciation of the oppression of the black 
masses, his advocacy of militant struggle for equa:I
ity, and his bold assertion of the dignity of the 
black race. The other aspect of Garvey's _policy, his 
anti-white rhetoric and his back-to-Africa black 
zionist schemes, had less attraction among the pIass
es and was originally kept in the bac;kground of the 
Garveyite agitation. ]3ut gradually Garvey's extreme 
cultural nationalism 'came to the fore and he in-: 
creasingly dropped the appeals' for a' militant 'strug..: , 
gle for equality. The more that this took place the 
'more the black masses fell away. from the Garvey 
movement. His black zionist.' schemes appealed moStly 
to a section of black people who had begun to de-· 
spalr about the ·possibilities of winning equality in 
the U.S. 

It has been claimed at various' times that the ' 
Garvey movement was a distorted precursor of a gen
uine movement fot national independence in the black 
belt South. ,This apPears to be stretching things too 
far. No faction' of the Garvey movement had any 
sympathy for the idea of creating an independent 
black country in the black belt. And we can find no ' 

, signs of the Garvey movement in th~ South. Although 
some have claimed that there was sympathy for the 
Garv~yites in the South, it is certain that the 
GarVey movement itself did not strike roots there. 
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Of course it cannot be ruled out that, had the 
development 'of the national features in the black 
belt gone further, a movement like the Garvey move
ment could possibly have fed into a natioluH I-tlde
pendence movement. But history did not taKe :such: a 
course. 

Although 'the Garvey movement: does not ihdicate 
that there was any mass sympathy for a black nation
al independence movement in the 'South, it does show' 
that the black masses ,can be attracted to national
ist politi~s. It is also a' fact that the Garvey 
movement was quite weak In those cities wheretratle 
unions were organized on an'integrated basis. This 
ip.dicat~\ that the strength and influence of nation.., 
aUst politics is conditioned by the extent of 

. 'unified class struggle and class organization among 
the workers. 

What Did the Existence' of a Black Nation 
Imply for Communist Policy? 

Such is, the history of the national development 
and of the mass movement' of the black people up to 
the period bef~re. World War II. It is on 'the ,basis 
of this, history and the principles .of Marxism-Lenin
ism that we conclude that the correct commilnist 
'policy in the earlier period woul& have', been' 'to 
recognize the right to self-determination for the 
black belt but ,ilot to advocate secession; It wouid 
have meant guiding the black people's struggle along 
a ,bold fight against Jim' Crow and for agrarian 
reform and along the" road, of the proletarian s6ciaJ-
1st revolution. Let us go' into this bdefly. . , 

Marxism-Leninism proceeds from the standpoint' of 
internationalism~ . from the point of view of uniting 
the toilers of all nations -against capital and ad
vancing from the overthrow of capitalism in each 
country to the eventuaf merger of nations., But the 
unification of the' toilers and the preconditions' for 
the : eventual merger ,of nations can only, take place 
on the basis·, of equality. It must be voluntary. 

Thus Marxism-Leninism teaches us that the prole
tariat must be absolutely hostile to, all national 

, oppression' and, national privileges. . National opptes-
, sion. dopes the- workers of the oppressor nation, 

helps promote chauvini~m amo% them, and thus blUnts 
the development of class consciousness. It 
strengthens the most 'reactionary sections of the 
ruling classes.' As, Engels declared, no nation which 
oppresses another nation can itself be free. 

National oppression also retards the cultural and 
political development of the proletariat of the 
oppressed nation. Arid, as" Stalin points out, it also 
is dangerous to the masses of bIle' oppressed nation 
because it obscures the class .struggle in that na
tion. (Marxism and the National estion Sec. II, 
''The, National Movement' The conditions of national' 
oppression tend to blur class distinctions and tend 
to encourage the oppressed nationality workers to 
see their problems 'as s~emming solely from the deni-
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/'.al 'of national rights rather than from capitalist 
$Xploitation.. . 

,.,'{ Thus the proletariat must fight national oppI'"es
I ' f~lon to win a wider and clearer field for the class 
,; . ($fruggle, _ which. is vital for the development of the 
. '., 1locialist revolution. The proletariat must demand 

I 
"/ 

_ . and must fight for the' absolute equality of nations 
'and national.ities as part of its class struggle. 
, But if nations are to be completely equal then 

',each must have the right to decide whetti.er or not to 
, form its own state or .to decide what state it will 
join. To say otherwise means that only certain na-

• : dons should. have state privileges. As Lenin said, 
"the working class should be .the last to m~e 
a fetish of the nation~l question. The devel
opment of capitalism. does '- not necessarily 

, , 

; ·1 

awaken all nations to independent life. But to 
brush aside the mass national movements once 
they have started and to refuse to support 
what is progresslve iIi them meaD!> in effect tQ 
pander to nationalistic prejudices, that is, 
recognizing one's own nation as a model nation 
(or we would add,. one possessing the exclusive 
privilege of formIng a state)." (''The Right of 
Nations to Self-Determination\CoIIected 
Works, Vol. 19, sec. 7, p. 437) 

I Thus as. long as a black nation had. come in~o 
. existence in the black belt, even though some of its 

.~ -.'features were not stable or as ae&entuated as with 
, < most nations, it was neces~ary to recognize tihe 

<right of that black nation to self-determination • 
. But what does this mean practi~ally? 

Lenin says that the recognition of the right to 
self-determination means: 1) fighting against the 
use of force by the dominant nation to suppress a 

. r. . . movement for secession by a weaker nation; 2) advo-
• 'c:ating that the question of. secession can only be, 

decided by the people of the given territory; and 3) 
fighting against all propaganda of the ruling class
·es justifying national oppression in general and the 
·denial of the right to self-determination in parti
cular. (See the third thesis in "Theses on the 
National Question," C<\lllected Works,' vol. 19, p. 
244) .. 

Although a movement for secession did not arise, 
it was import~t to uphold the right of self-deter
mination. Recognizing the right to self-determina
tion, despite the lack of sentiment among the black' 
people for secession at that time, Clearly had im
portance for insuring that the Communist Party would 
,not be caught by surprise by events andi in general 
. for strengthening the struggle against' oppression of 
'the' black people. The' struggle against the racist 
propaganda' was also of paramount importance. 
Through this entire period there was constant propa
ganda of the most vile' form justifying the oppres- , 
sian of the blacks. For example, the racist bour
geOisie maintained that blacks, must be denied -the 
'ngbt to vote .in the South otherwise they would take 
over and ruin everything. The whole history of Re-

I 

construction was rewritten to propagate this line. 
Similarly) every ~ign of resistance by the blacks 
against Jim. Crow or lynching and every demand for 

'equality in the deep South was portrayed as the 
beginnings of a black uprising in which blacks would 
take over and wreak havoc on the "good white pe0-
pie." opposing this hysterical chauvinist propaganda 
and exposing the interests of the plantocracy was a 
necessary part of the democratic training of the 
white toilers. And explaining the· principle of the 
right. of self determination might have played some 
role in this traiqing •. 

Recognizing the Right To Self-Determination 
~ Not Mean Advocating Secesslon 
, I ' 

At the same time, recognition of the right to 
self-determInation need not mean advocating seces
sion. And in states where the oppressor and oppress
ed nations inhabit a contiguous territory and have 
many close connections among them, Lenin pointed out 
th~t, \ generally speaking, the Marxists do not advo
cate secession. Lenin stressed that the advisability 
of sece$ion must be determined separately for each 
nation and he pointed to a number of factors that 
should be considered in deciding whether or not to 
advocate secession in each individual case. He 
raised the necessity to consider tqe conditions of 
capitalist development' of the oppressed riation and 

.he emphasized that, except in extreme cases, Marx-, 
I ists' favor larger' states because they accelerate' 

economic development and provide a better field for 
the class struggle. He also pointed to the oppres
sion of the proletariat of the various 4I1ationalities 
by the united bourgeoisie. And' he stressed the issue 
of the united class struggle of the proletariat for 
socialism. . , 

. When we consider that the area of black majority 
in the U.S. was a small, economically' undeveloped 
region surrounded by the rest of the U.S., which was 
more developed; when we consider, that the these 
economic conditions would have created extreme hard
ship; not to mention a very difficult military si
tuationt for an independent black nation; when we 
consider that a large portion of the population in 
this region was made up of white toilers; when we 
consider that the semi-feudal social and economic 
system radiated out from the black belt, . held back 
conditions widely through the South, and created a 
common basis of struggle for the blacks, and, to a 
certain extent, also for Jhe white toilers through 
milch of the South; and finally when we consider that 
there, was absolutely no sentiment among the black 
masses for a separate nation state - then we must 
conclude that it was not only wrong to advocate 
secession, but also, that it would have been neces
sary to argue against secession if the issue had 
come up. . 

The fact that the black people themselves had no 
desire for a separate nation state was 'progressive; 



it was a factor which worked to facilitate the UInty 
of the black and white proletariat. To have' tried to 
build a movement for secession' would have put one on 
the sidelines of the actual black peoples' 'movement 
which was fighting vigorously 'for agrarian' reform" 
equality, and full emancipation.' And more, it would 
have meant turning aside fr~m internationalism and 
towards promoting narrow nation,-bullding schemes 
among the' black people. . I 

In other words; one should have recognized the 
right to self-determination but not' advocated seces
sion. One should have worked for al revolutionary , 
struggle for equality, against exploitation, and for 
the building up an agrarian revolutionary tnovement. 
Azld one shouid have worked to use this struggle as a 

, lever for proletarian socialist revolution. 
This is nol: to say that it wo~d have been lmpos

sible for a situation to emerge where it would have , 
been right to advocate secession. One can not, rule 
out: in principle the possibility' of major develop
ments that would have changed the situation and. made 
support for secession correct.' Such a, 1;hing depends. 
on concrete circumstance, not general arguments on 
the national questiQn.' But in the case' of the black 
nation in the blaCk belt, the changes woul.d have had 
to be really drastic. Even if a mass movement '. for 
secession had arisen, one would probably n~t have 
advocated secession, but would have fought' that much 
harder for the right of the black nation to secede. 

In the actual situation in the 1920's and 30's, 
th~ communists, by r~cognizing the black nation's 
right to self-determination but not advocating se
cession, would. be prepared for all eventualities 
while, 'at the same time, avoiding thr dangers of, 
narrow nationalism. '. 

The D1spersal of the Black PeOple 
OIl; of the Black Belt 

Such' was the situation into the 1940's. Now we 
come to wha~ course history ,has taken since then. 

Capitalism not only has' the tendency to ar6use , 
people to life as independent nations, but capital-' 
ism also has a i tendency to break down national' 
barriers and, to disperse and assimilate nations. One 
can see today that .while imperialism has., meant' the 
intensified oppression of nations by the imperialist 
powers and the proliferation of powerful national 
liberation movements., capitalism hl3S ,also tended to 
internationalize economic life, politics, science 
and culture. Moreover, this internationalizing of 
economic, life brings about the massive migrations of 
workers and the intermixing of populations. No mat
ter how much some people think that it is' very' 
"MarXist-Leninist" to rail against mixed marriages 
and assiniilation, it continues to go -on. And such 
intermixing assists the uniting of the workex;s of 
all national1.ties. and helps prepare the ground for, 
the socialist revolution. As Lenin stressed, 

I " ••• capltalism's wdrld-~istoric tendency to 
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break c;lown natidnal l:iarriers, obliterate na
tional 'distinctions, and to assimilate na-

. tions ••• is one' of the greatest driving ,forces 
transforming capitalism into socialism." 
("Critical Remarks on the National Question, " 
Section 3) I 

This process of capitalist development has re
sulted in -the dispersal of the black population from 
the black belt. Of course under capitalism that has 
been an extremely painful, ,process. Although it was 
the labor of black pepple' that had produced almost 
everything that existed of value in the black belt, 
they were driven off the Jand, sent penniless to 
travel vast distanc~s, an~ forced into poverty':' 
stri-cken ghettoes in the big cities across the coun.,. 
try. Let us trace the historic dispers~l of the 
black' people out of the black belt South. 

Else\}'here in' ~s issue of The Workers' Advocate 
Supplement you will find· maps which show the degree 
'to }'\Thich black people were concentrated in the black 
belt South ,in 1880 and how they have been dispersed 
out of that region up to 1980. The counties colored 
soli<;l bl~ck are the ones· with 3 to 1 black majority 
or better, they actually average about 4 to 1. The 
counties marked with crosshatching are counties witn 
a 2 to 1 black majority. The counties marked with. 

,horizontal lines are 50-60% black, and the counties 
marked with vertical lines are 40-50% black; taken 
together they' are tne . area where the population of 
blacks and whites is roughly even. 

In 1880 the high concentratlon of black pepple in 
the black belt is indicated by the nearly 'sOlid band 
of counties marked with crosshatching and black 

. color from South Carolina to 'Louisiana and Ar~arisas. 
In that year black people were over 60% of the 
pO!>ulation in the black belt and some 53% of all 
black people' in the U.S. lived in ~hisregion. ' 

This concentration of blacks remained basically 
unchanged until World War I. By the time .of World 
War 'I cotton' production in. the South was suffering 
serious . international·' competition as well as comp&
tition from more mechanized farms in Texas, and :' the 
conditions of the sharecroppers were becoming'un
bearable. When, the World War I expansiop of industry 
provided an opportunity to escape the plantations, 
over a mlllion .blacks did so. 

The effects- of this migration can be seen In the 
map of 1920 which shows a definite thinning out of 
the areas of black majority. Still, the concentra
tion of blacks in the black belt South was enough 
that Mississippi and South Carolina remained majori
ty black. By the mid-1920's the migration slowed to 
a trickle and remained that way through the Great 
Depression .of the 1930's and Wor~d War II. 

, In 1935 the mechanical cotton picker was invent
ed. It was not immediately, introduced into use due 
to the depressed state of agriculture. However, 
after the war, - it was introduced on a massive. scale 
starting in Texas and moving eastward. rhis process 
of inechanizationof agriculture led first to the 

i'l 
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devastatIon of th~ black farmers and then to their 
eviction from the land. In 1920, 50% of the black 
population Iived on farms; today thete are only, 
220,000, black people, or under 1% of all blacks, 
still living on farms. Between World War II and 1970 
orie million, blacks left Mississippi; all told 4.1 
million blacks migrated out of the deep South in 
this period. At the same time within the South there 
was a massive migration from the rqral areas of' the 
black belt to the big cities outside of it. 

, As a result of these 'migrations, the number of 
counties in the South In which the black people were 
the majority has decreased from '214 in 1920, to, 138 
in 1960, to 104 in 1970, and to 86 in 1980. 
. In 1920 hearly 46% of the black population in the 
U.S. lived in a continuous area of the black belt 
where they made up nearly 54% of its population. By
l'980 there' was no longer a single continuous area' in 
whiGh the black people are a .majority of the P9pula
tion., The black majority areas hav8\ ~ reduced to 
about five small regions and these regions have 
quite a small population. ~venif. we add theSe five 
separate areas together we find that the number of 
blacks living there count for less than 4% of all 
the black people Iiving in U.S. 

There had been some thought that the trend of 
migration back Into the South which aev~loped in the 
1970's might reverse the dispersal' of the black 
people out of the black ,belt South. But as things 
have turned out, i black people' are not moving b~ck 
into the black belt itself but rather into bi'g 
Southern cities. This is demonstrated by the further 
reduction of counties whic,h have a ,black majority 
from' 104 in 1970 to 86 in 1980. . 

The largest area of black majority remains. in the 
~ MiSSissippi Delta region, where 470,500, blacks cOJ~

stitute 54% of the, population. The radical economic 
. 'chariges in the black belt can' be seen by exami~ng 

the occupations of the people of this region which 
was once the area of the largest concentration of 
black sharecroppers in the country. In this area 
today \ there ,are only about 1,300 black farm opera:
tors and 9,000 agricultural laborers" but there are 
about 38,400 unskilled black factory workers. <;::Iear
ly even the majority black counties are no longer 
primarily agricultural. Also these statistics show 
that semi-feudal sharecropping has been replaced 
with straightforward large-scale capitalist farming. 
The number of sharecroppers in the South has dropped 
to an insignificant/ number. " 

Now it is probable 'that there has Qeen some 
undercounting of the number of blacks in the censUs 
statistics. But even if one takes into consideration 
that there is a certain amount of undercounting, it 
would not be enough to offset the trends that have 
beet! going oni'n the d~ep South or to 'affect the 
geographical distribution. " , 

These profound demographic and economic changes 
mean that one can no longer speak of the existence 
of a black flation in the deep South. Of course one 

cannot rule' out that cataclysmic changes, sometime in 
the future, involving wars or extreme reaction, may 
turn out to create again a concentration of blacks 
in' a certain part of the. country, possibly in the' 
black beltt \ and that conditions might then again be 
created for' the crystallization of a black nation. 
But this would require cataclysmic changes and would 
be out. of the present way of development. Andt 
moreover t such catastrophies are not exactly changes· 
that one would hope for. 

It should also be pointed out that the replace
mell-t of the semi-feudal plantation system with 
large-scale capitalist agricultt,tre and the migration. 
of' the blacks to the cities means thatt under pres
ent copditions,there is no longer the possibility 
of a bourgeois democratic revolutionary movement on 
the land question in the SO,uth. • 

Today the black people in the U.S. exist as a 
'natiQ!lal minority concentrated in .the urban areas 
throughout the country. -While some narrow natiorial
ists may wish for "the good old days". when the black' 
people were, concentrated in the black belt, the fact 
is that the 'dispersalt and the consequent urbaniza
tion and proletarianization, have created much be~
ter conditions for the emancipatioh of the black 
people from the brutal national oppression they 
suffer at the hands of the American bourgeoiSie. The 

, proof of th;is fact is- the great force with which the 
black movement broke out in the late 50's and M's. 

As for the S6uth todaYt it should be stressed 
that it still remains an area of especially heavy 
oppression for the black people in the U.S. This has 

I a lot to do with the Y/ay developments took place in 
the South. The movement of the 1960's did smash some 
of the worst features of JIm Crow segregation but, 
since the DJovement did not lead to a revolution, it' 
did root out reaction.. It did not wipe out the Klan 
or the i reactionary Southern bourgeoisie. In addition 
the economic changes in the South - the doing away 
of the plantation I system -::-did not take place in a 
revolutionary manner from below but through the most 
painful evolutionary development from above. A13 a 
result of ail' this, the fight against Klan and 
police iterrort .the fight against racial discrimina
tion, and' the fight against other features of the 
brutal oppression, of the 'black people continue to be 
very important and pressing issues. 

In Conclusion 

Leninism teaches us that imperialism means the 
negation' of democracy and the intensific,ation of 
national oppression. Lenin also draws this' connec

, tion with particular regards to blacks in the U.S. 
, Speaking of American blackst he said: 

"They should be ciasSed as an oppressed na
tiOl4 for the equality won in the Civil War of 

i '1861-1865 and guaranteed in the constItutIon 
of the Republic was in many respects iIlcre$

. Ingly curtailed In ,the chief Negro areas (the 

/ 



South) in ·connectlon with 'the transition from 
,the progressive, pre-m.onopoly capitalism pf 
the 1860-1870 period to the reactionary m~ 
oIy capitaUsni (poperialism) of the, new era." 
("Statistics and Sociology", Collected Works, 
vol. 23, pp. 275-6) 

From the fact that Imperialism intensifies reac
tion and ·national oppression in particular and the 
fact that the imperialist bourgeoisie, is the 'main 
basis ,of national QPpression in the modern era, 
Lenin concludes two things. First, it is all the 
more nec~ssary to fight national oppression -- and 

, not ,just on the front of the denial of, self-d~termi
\ nation-~ in a revolutionary way, and secondly, 
that the fight against national oppression ,is and 
must' be developed as part of .the world socialist 
revolution. . 

This leads us to our last conclusion. Whether we 
are talking about the period when :most blacks were 
oppressed farmers and sharecroppers and when a 
black nation had come Into existence In the South, 
'or whether we '?I"e talking about the ,present period 
when, the black people exist as an oppressed national 
minority, concentrated mainly in the cities, the 

, \ 

\ ~ . 
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fight against the oppression of the black masses 
must be waged in a revolutionary way. 'The contradic
tions that break out on this front, as shown by 'the 
60's r~be11ions, have great revolutionary potential 
and they must be used for launching revolutionary 
assaults by the, proletariat on the ,power -of th,e 
bourgeoIsie. We must orient the black' people's move-

. ment on th,e :path of the socialist revolution. The 
struggle against the oppression_ of the black people 
must be guid~ along a road which brings out to the 
masses that the 'source .()fracist and ,national, op:
pression is capitalism and the racist capitalist 
class. It must be· guided along the road, whi,ch mobi-, 
lizes the fight against the national oppression of' . 
the blacks as part of the class struggle of. the 
entire working class, along the road of mobilizing
the workIng class of all nationalities as the' main 
force and vanguard of the struggle against all na
tional oppression} and as part of the -socialist' 
revolutionary· movement of the proletariat. The Com
plete emancipation of the black people ,~iU only by 
won' through the socialist revolution, through over
throwing the exploiters Who have sat on their backs 
for over 300'years. <> 

4 
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, . FIGURES ON THE' DISPERSAL OFlliE BLACK PEOPLE 
FROM ,THE BLACK 'BELT SOUTH 

J ames Allen, a, theoretician of the Communist 
Party, USA, drew ,out his concept of the maxi1l1um area 
of black majority in the South for the year 1930. 
This included 321 counties in 12 states. He ·de
scribed this as being essentially the atea of the 
black qation iri, ,the black belt South. ,'At this time, 

,he was an ardent supporter of the analysis'that a 
blaok nation :existed in the S01!ith. ' , 

BLit: traCing the', evolution of this area verifies 
"" .. 

\ 

the dispersal of 'the black people away from it, 
espeCially after World War II. 

Below are the population statistIcs for these 
counties over a 110 year period. The figures for 
1860 through 1940 ate from James Allen (The Negro 
Question .in the U.S., 1936, and an article in the 

,Nov. 1946 Political Affairs). 1970 figures were 
tabulated ftom the 1970 census. 

Census, Year 
18 6.{),,' 
1880 ", 
il9i'o,' 
i"920' 
193'0 i,,' , 

1940 ~ , 
1970 

Total Population 
4,362,009 
5,750,410 
8,387,958 
8,968,132 
9,525,865 

10,256,289 
H,031,426 

Black Population 
2,461~099 
3,466,924 
4,842,766 
4,8'06,565 
4,790,049 
4,993,612 
4,288,911. 

Black % 
56.4% 
60.3%-
57.7%, 
53.6% 
50.3% 
48.7% 
38.5% , 

% of all US Blacks 
55% 

'53%; 
49% 
46% 
40% 
39% 
19% 

\ 

\ 

Today it is impossible to, draw, a continuous' area 
, of ,black majority as' James Allen did. ,Instead there 

are roughly five separate groups of COunties with a 
majority black population. These. are drawn up by 
combining counties with amajo)ity bla~k' population 
with some with less than a black majority to get a 
continuous zone in each of the five areas. As weJI, 
commercial centers have been included such as Warren 
County (Vicksburg), MissiSsippi which is 3']0/0 black; 
Hinds County (Jackson), Mississippi which is, 45% 
black; and Montgomery, Alabama which is,39''AI black. 

I 

Taken together the five areas include a ,total of 
82 'COunties of which 74 are black majority counties. 
There are 1,095,727 black people concentrated in 
these areas mflking up about 51.1% of its population. 
The black population in these areas is. abOut 4.1% of 
the total black population in the U.S. Together the 
blacks in these five areas numbet fewer than the 
number of black people in either New York City or 
Chicago., The figures below were • tabulated' by the 
MLP from the 1980 Census. 

Rough Ar'ea of B.lack Majority in the South in' 1980 
) \ # 

AREAS IN 
1980 

TOTAL 
POPULATIOO' 

875,800 
385,73.8 
178,000 

BLACK BLACK % 
POPUlATI<N 'OF ARFA 

BLACK MAJ 
CXXJNfIES 

25 

TOTAL 
CXXJNTI'ES 

- 1. Mi SSe Del ta 
2. W. Al abama 
3. E. Al a/SW Ga 
4. E. GaIS.C. 
S. NE N.C./SE Va 
- TOTAL 

448,700 
256,000 

2,144,238 

470,50Q 
193,870 
101;200 
243,875 
137,700 

1,095,727 ' 

The following three pages show this dramatic 
dispersal of the black people from the black belt 
south pictorially. They show the areas of black 
majority in the South for the yeats 1880,. 1920 and 
1980.' Also see the discussion of this question, in 

l' 

- I 

, i 

'54% 
'50% 
57% 
54% 
54% 
51:'"1% 

, 10 
12 
uf 
11 
74 

-27 
11 
15 
17 
12 
82 

the section ''The Dispersal of the Black People Out 
of the Black Belt" of the article' On the Black 
National Question and the _Right "~ Self-, 
Determination elsewhere in the Supplement. <> 
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Regions of Black . ~aj.origr in the South 
1880' 

, 
MISSOURI 

I<ANSAS 

--------,--,.-.." 

OKLAHOMA 

/ 

Major Cities 

1. Memphis, Tennessee 
'2. Jackson, Mississippi 
,3. New Orleans, Louisiana 
4. Birmingham, Alabama 
5. Montgomery, Alabama 
6. Atlanta, Georgia 

Percentage of Black Population by County' 

75%+ _ 

60-75 % mI'f. 

50-60% -

4()"50% UlIIlIl 

... 

" 

, I. 

) 
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JRegions9f Bla,ck Majority iniheSouth . 

. 1920 

KANSAS 

-~. ___ 0-"'0, __ .,-.4 

OKLAHOMA 

Major Cities· . 

1, Memphis, Tennessee 
2. Jacksori, Mlss)sslppl 
3., New Qrleans, Louisiana· 
4. Blrmlngham,'Alabama 
5. Montgomery, Alabama 
6. Atlanta, Georgia 

-' .' 

\ 
.1 

I 
1 

. I 

i' 

Percentage of Black Population by County. 
. / j 

75%+ _ 

80-75% mm 
5(HM)% 

40-50% [1I11 
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Regions of BlacK Majority in . the · South 

. 
l (I , 

MISSOURI 

. -~.- ._._--, ..... 

OKLAHOMA 

Major em •• ' 

1 '. Memphls"Tennessee 
2. Jackson, Mississippi 
3,. New Orleans, Louisiana 

- 4. Birmingham, Alabama 
5. Montgomery, Alabama 
6; Atlanta, Georgia 

t, 

I , 
\ 
' .. -", 

1980 't 

1 ILLII'IOIS .... , .. , 
'; , 

<. -'. 

.11. .. 
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Percentage o. Black Population by County 

75%+ -80-75% me 
~ 

S().«)% --
40-50% tUlllU 
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